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A computer code has been developed for analyzing two-dimensional flow fields in
supersonic combustion ramjet (scramjet) inlets. The code is written in the CYBER 200
FORTRAN language for the CDC_ CYBER 203 vector-processing computer system. It solves
the two-dimensional Euler or Navier-Stokes equations in conservation form by an
unsplit, explicit, two-step finite-difference method. A more recent explicit-
implicit, two-step scheme has also been incorporated in the code for the viscous flow
analysis. An algebraic, two-layer eddy-viscosity model is used for the turbulent
flow calculations. The code can analyze both inviscid and viscous flows with no
strut, one strut, or multiple struts embedded in the flow field. Although the code
is primarily written for supersonic internal flow, it can be used for a variety of
other flow problems provided that suitable modifications are made to the boundary
conditions. This report contains a listing of the program, descriptions of the input
and output parameters, and a sample flow-field solution.
INTRODUCTION
A two-dimensional computer code NASCRIN (NumericalmAnalysis of SCRamjetIN___let)
has been developed to analyze scramjet-inlet flow fields. The code is based on the
analysis developed in references I and 2. The analysis as such uses the two-
dimensional Euler or Navier-Stokes equations in conservation form to describe the
inlet flow. A two-layer eddy-viscosity model due to Baldwin and Lomax (ref. 3) is
used for the turbulent flow calculation. In order to facilitate the use of a general
inlet geometry with embedded bodies, an algebraic coordinate transformation is used
which generates a set of boundary-fitted curvilinear coordinates (ref. 4). It trans-
forms the physical domain into a rectangular domain with uniform mesh spacing, and
embedded bodies in the flow field are transformed into slits (fig. I). The transfor-
mation also allows for concentrating mesh lines in regions of high gradients. The
transformed governing equations are solved by an unsplit, explicit, two-step finite-
difference method due to MacCormack (ref. 5). This method is highly efficient on
vector-processing computers, as it allows a high degree of vectorization. A more
recent explicit-implicit scheme (refs. 6 and 7) has also been incorporated in the
code for the viscous flow analysis and can be used upon the option of the user. As
discussed in references I and 2, the code can also be used in a quasi-three-
dimensional sense for a class of scramjet inlets under certain simplifying
assumptions.
The code is written in the CYBER 200 FORTRAN language for the CDC® CYBER 203
vector-processing computer system at the Langley Research Center. In its present
form, it can analyze two-dimensional inviscid and viscous (laminar and turbulent)
flows with no strut, one strut, or multiple struts in the flow field. Although the
code is primarily written for supersonic internal flow, it can be used for a variety
of other flow problems, including subsonic inflow with supersonic outflow, supersonic
inflow with subsonic outflow, or fully subsonic flow, by suitably modifying the
boundary condition subroutines.
This report contains a brief description of the code structure, various input
parameters, and output flow quantities. A listing of the program can be found in
appendix A. A sample case is also presented to illustrate the use of the code.
CODE DESCRIPTION
The code listing given in appendix A is primarily set up for supersonic flow,
although by making suitable changes in the boundary condition subroutines, it can be
used for supersonic-subsonic or fully subsonic flow. For the supersonic flow case,
the conditions at the inflow boundary are held fixed at some known values, and
extrapolation is used at the outflow boundary. The code assumes a solid top boundary
from the second grid point to the last grid point in the axial direction. In the
case of a symmetric problem, the code solves the upper half of the flow field. _(See
examples in appendix B.)
The code consists of a main program, NASCRIN, and 20 subroutines. It has been
structured in such a way that the user has to make changes only in the first few
subroutines for a particular problem. A brief description of program NASCRIN and the
various subroutines is given here in the order they appear in the code.
Program NASCRIN
Most input for parameters such as type of geometry, flow, and grid is done in
NASCRIN. Each of these input parameters is discussed below. SI units are used
throughout the code.
Line no. Parameter Description
NASCRIN 52 NI Number of grid points in x-coordinate direction. It is
also the second dimension in various arrays.
NASCRIN 53 M1 Number of grid points in y-coordinate direction. It is
also the first dimension in various arrays.
NASCRIN 57 SWEEP Sidewall sweep angle, A (fig. I). If the code is to be
used in a quasi-three-dimensional sense, define SWEEP in
degrees; otherwise, set it to be zero.
NASCRIN 59 NSTRUT NSTRUT = 0 for no strut embedded in the flow field;
NSTRUT = 1 for a strut embedded in the flow field.
NASCRIN 62 NS1 If NSTRUT = 0, NS1, NS2, and MS are not required. For
NASCRIN 63 NS2 NSTRUT = 1, NSI and NS2 are grid points in the x-direction
NASCRIN 64 MS between which the strut lies. MS is the grid point in the
y-direction through which an axial mesh line passes that is
coincident with the top surface of the strut. (See exam-
ples in appendix B.)
NASCRIN 69 LSYM A parameter for specifying the type of lower boundary. If
the flow is symmetric about the lower boundary and only the
upper half of the flow is being calculated, set LSYM = 1;
otherwise, LSYM = 0.
NASCRIN 73 NCWL If the lower boundary is fully or partially solid, set
NCWL = I. If it is a free boundary, set NCWL = 0.
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Line no. Parameter Description
NASCRIN 74 NCWL1 If NCWL = 0, NCWL1 and NCWL2 are not required. If
NASCRIN 75 NCWL2 NCWL = I, NCWLI and NCWL2 are the grid points in the
x-direction between which there is a solid lower boundary
(cowl, strut).
NASCRIN 117 NFLOW NFLOW = 0 for inviscid flow; NFLOW = I for laminar flow;
and NFLOW = 2 for turbulent flow. If NFLOW = 2, it is
necessary to modify calls to the subroutine EDDY, which
calculates eddy viscosity. These calls are made in
subroutine TURB.
NASCRIN 123 LFI LFI is the unit number from which the solution is read to
restart the program. It is used only for ILT = 2, and its
name must be defined on the program card.
NASCRIN I24 LF0 LF0 is the unit number on which the output of the current
run is saved. It also must be defined on the program card.
NASCRIN 127 ILT ILT = I for the first run of the computer program;
ILT = 2 for second and subsequent restarts.
NASCRIN 132 LMAX LMAX is the maximum number of time-steps the current pro-
gram will run. The program will stop after LMAX time-
steps, print the complete solution, and save it on LF0.
The following message is printed at the end of the
solution: "PROGRAM TERMINATED ON LMAX."
NASCRIN 133 LW LW is the number of time-steps after which an intermediate
solution is printed. LMAX should be equal to or an integer
multiple of LW.
NASCRIN 136 LEXIT A parameter used to apply boundary conditions at the out-
flow boundary. LEXIT = 0 for zeroth-order extrapolation;
LEXIT = I for first-order extrapolation.
NASCRIN 139 CRIT Local convergence criterion. Convergence is defined as
New density - old density I IERROR =
Old density FDT LSTEP
where LSTEP = Number of time-steps after which the conver-
gence is checked. In the present code, LSTEP = 2. That
is, after every two time-steps, quantity ERROR is calcu-
lated at each grid pofnt, and if it is less than CRIT at
all the grid points, the solution is assumed converged
based on the local convergence criterion. _e program then
stops, prints the complete solution, and saves it on LFO.
The following message is printed at the end of the solu-
tion: "PROGRAM TERMINATED ON LOCAL ERROR CRITERION." FDT
is defined on line NASCRIN 219.
Line no. Parameter Description
Number of grid pointsERRORAVG =
Average or global convergence criterion. Average conver-
gence is defined as
L(ERROR 2 )
CRITAVGNASCRIN 140
If ERRORAVG becomes less than CRITAVG, the program again
stops based on the average error criterion. It prints the
solution and saves it on LFO. The following message is
printed at the end of the solution: "PROGRAM TERMINATED ON
MEAN SORT ERROR CRITERION." CRITAVG should be one or two







These are the Mach number, pressure, and temperature,
respectively, at the inflow boundary. SI units are used.
NASCRIN 170 IMET IMET = 1 if transformation metric coefficients are to be
printed at each grid point; otherwise, IMET = O.
NASCRIN 171 BETA BETA controls grid clustering near upper and lower bound-
aries. The program uses a stretching function that clus-
ters the mesh lines equally near the boundaries. The
stretching function can be changed by making changes in
subroutine XY. BETA should be greater than 1. The closer
it gets to 1, the higher the stretching (i.e., more points
are clustered near the boundaries).
NASCRIN 217 CCIMPY This parameter controls the artificial damping in the
implicit stage of the explicit-implicit method (refs. 6
and 7). CCIMPY = 0 turns off the damping, and CCIMPY
turns it on.
NASCRIN 218 FDTL A parameter that allows the use of local time-step marching
to speed up the convergence to steady state. If the local
time-step is not used, set FDTL = 1. If the local time-
step is to be used, set FDTL greater than 1. For example,
if FDTL = 2, the time-step at a grid point cannot exceed
twice the global minimum time-step. If at a grid point,
the local time-step is less than two times the global mini-
mum, the local time-step is used; otherwise, the time-step
at the grid point is set equal to two times the global
minimum.
used in the time-step calcula-
6y is the grid spacing in
v is the velocity in the
speed of sound at a grid point.
FDT is a constant multiplier
tions. In the present code,
Time-step = (FDT ,vfY+ a) .
m1n
over the entire grid. Here
the y-coordinate direction,
y-direction, and a is the
FDTNASCRIN 219
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Line no. Parameter Description
NASCRIN 219 FDT Set FDT < I for the fully explicit scheme. For the case
(cont.) of viscous flow calculations, if FDT > 1, the explicit-
implicit scheme of MacCormack is turned on automatically.
NASCRIN 220 CCP Coefficients in the artificial damping expression in the
NASCRIN 223 CCT explicit stage. The damping expression has two parts, one
of which depends on the pressure gradient and the other on
the temperature gradient. CCP multiplies the first part,
and CCT multiplies the second part. Typical values of CCP
and CCT are in the neighborhood of 0.5 and should be kept
as small as possible to keep the artificial damping contri-
bution to a minimum.
NASCRIN 224 LKK This parameter allows the user to try various values of FDT
or CCP and CCT. For LKK = 2, only one set of values can
be used. But, for LKK = 3, the user can specify two
values of FDT or CCP and CCT. If the program detects a
negative temperature in the flow field for the first value,
it will restart the calculations with the second value.
But, if the program proceeds normally with the first value,
it will ignore the second value. (See appendix C for
examples in using LKK. )
NASCRIN 237 TIMEL TIMEL is the time required by the free stream to travel
3 times the length of the flow domain. For supersonic
flows, it has been observed that the flow reaches steady
state if the calculations have advanced in time to TIMEL.
If the program does not stop because of local or average
convergence criterion and LMAX is sufficiently large, then
it will stop if the physical time TIME > TIMEL. Physical
time TIME is obtained by summing up the global minimum
time-step size from each time-step. The program again
prints the solution and saves it also on LFO. The
following message is printed at the end of the solution:
"PROGRAM TERMINATED ON PHYSICAL TIME CONVERGENCE
CRITERION."
Subroutine START
The x,y coordinates of the upper and lower boundaries are prescribed in subrou-
tine START between lines START 27 and START 78. For example, if the strut EFGH is
removed from figure 1(c), define the x,y coordinates of lines APQRD and BC between
the above-mentioned lines in START. However, if there is a strut in the flow field
as shown in figure I(c), define the x,y coordinates of lines APQRD and UEHGV between
lines START 27 and START 61, and define the x,y coordinates of lines UEFGV and BC
between lines START 64 and START 78. Grid points on lines UE and GV for lower and
upper portions should have the same x,y coordinates. All the distances should be
defined in meters.
For a quasi-three-dimensional application of the code in scramjet-inlet calcula-
tions, geometry should be prescribed in a plane normal to the sidewall sweep.
Subroutine TURB
Subroutine TURB is called in subroutine VISCOUS at line VISCOUS 222 for turbu-
lent flow calculations (i.e., when NFLOW = 2). Subroutine TURB, in turn, calls sub-
routines VORT and EDDY to calculate eddy viscosity. It may be necessary to make
several calls to subroutine EDDY in order to cover the entire flow field. (See exam-
ples in appendix B.)
There are six parameters in the call to subroutine EDDY. These parameters are
described below:
NNXl,NNX2 Grid numbers in the x,y coordinate directions, respec-
NY1, NY2 tively, for the flow domain being considered in a particu-
lar call to subroutine EDDY.
NWALL NWALL = 1 when there is only one solid boundary (i.e., a
wall) at NY2; NWALL = 2 when there are solid boundaries
at both NYI and NY2.
NSTR NSTR = I for the region in which the lower strut surface
forms the upper solid boundary of the flow domain. In this
case, set NY2 = MS1; otherwise, NSTR = 0.
Subroutine XY
Subroutine XY performs the algebraic coordinate transformation and stretches the
grid toward the upper and lower boundaries. Transformation metric coefficients are
also calculated in this subroutine.
Subroutines VISCOUS and INVICID
Subroutine VISCOUS is called at line NASCRIN 241 for viscous (laminar and turbu-
lent) flow calculations, and subroutine INVICID is called at line NASCRIN 240 for
inviscid flow calculations. Both subroutines generate a starting solution for the
first run of the program (ILT = I) and read the solution from file LFI for second and
subsequent runs (ILT = 2). Subroutines for flux vectors, damping, and boundary con-
ditions are called in these subroutines, and the finite differencing for predictor
and corrector steps is also done here. After the program is terminated either on a
convergence criterion or on LMAX, subroutine PRINT is called to print the solution,
and the solution is saved on file LF0.
In the case of subroutine VISCOUS, if FDT > 1, subroutines IMPY and VECIM2 are
called to apply the implicit stage of the explicit-implicit method. This method is
applied only in the y-coordinate direction because for a viscous flow calculation,
the grid is highly compressed in the y-coordinate direction near the boundaries,
which makes the minimum grid spacing in the y-direction much smaller than the minimum
grid spacing in the x-direction. Because of this large difference in spacings, even
if an implicit stage was incorporated in the x-direction, it would not be used.
Sometimes it is necessary to use a small value of FDT or a large value of damp-
ing coefficients CCP and CCT to keep the calculations stable in the initial stages,
probably because the starting solution is a poor guess. But as the calculations
progress, it is possible to gradually increase the time-step by increasing FDT or to
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decreasedampingby decreasingCCP and CCT to a desiredvalue over a number of time-
steps. In the presentprogram,these changesin FDT or CCP and CCT can be incorpo-
rated by insertinga few cards after line VISCOUS51 and after line INVICID60.
Severalexamplesof implementingthese changesare given in appendixD.
Subroutines DVISCP and DVISCC
Subroutines DVISCP and DVISCC are called only for viscous flow calculations.
Both subroutines calculate the viscous dissipation terms in the Navier-Stokes equa-
tions. Subroutine DVISCP uses backward differencing, and subroutine DIVSCC uses
forward differencing in the calculation of these terms.
Subroutines VECI and IVEC1
Subroutines VECI and IVECI calculate the flux vectors for viscous and inviscid
flow, respectively.
Subroutines DAMPP and DAMPC
Subroutines DAMPP and DAMPC are used to add artificial damping in the flux vec-
tors. Subroutine DAMPP uses backward differencing, and subroutine DAMPC uses forward
differencing in the calculation of damping terms.
Subroutine VEC2
Subroutine VEC2 is called after the predictor or corrector step. It calculates
local flow quantities from the conserved variables.
Subroutine BOUND
Subroutine BOUND applies the boundary conditions for the viscous flow. The
subroutine is set up for supersonic inflow and outflow boundaries. It applies a
no-slip boundary condition on the upper boundary from the second grid point to the
last grid point. The lower boundary can be either a solid wall, a free boundary, or
a symmetry line. The conditions are held fixed at some prescribed values at the
inflow boundary, and zeroth- or first-order extrapolation is used at the outflow
boundary.
To use the program for supersonic inflow and subsonic outflow, the user needs to
prescribe a back pressure at the outflow boundary. This can be done by changing line
BOUND 76 for LEXIT = 1 or line BOUND 82 for LEXIT = 0 to the line
P(I,N1;MI) = PB where PB is the back pressure in pascals.
It is also possible to modify the code for a subsonic inflow boundary. The user
should insert the proper boundary conditions for subsonic inflow after line BOUND 33.
Subroutine IBOUND
Subroutine IBOUND applies the boundary conditions for the inviscid flow. This
subroutine is also set up for supersonic inflow and outflow boundaries, although
changes similar to those suggested in sUbroutine BOUND can be made to modify it to
handle a subsonic inflow or subsonic outflow boundary.
Both sUbroutines BOUND and IBOUND check for negative temperature in the field
during each predictor and corrector step. Anytime a negative temperature occurs in
the field, the code prints the following message: "NEGATIVE TEMPERATURE IN THE
FIELD." It then prints the number of time-steps at which the negative temperature
occurred and the values of all the flow variables at each grid point. This allows
the user to examine the flow variables in the region where the calculations became
unstable. After this, the code returns to statement 1000 at line NASCRIN 221. It
either restarts with a new value of time-step or damping parameters, or stops.
Subroutines VORT and EDDY
Subroutines VORT and EDDY calculate the eddy viscosity from the algebraic turbu-
lence model of reference 3. Subroutine VORT calculates the vorticity at all the grid
points. The vorticity is then used in subroutine EDDY to calculate the eddy viscos-
ity. The parameters in subroutine EDDY were discussed earlier in subroutine TURB.
Subroutines IMPY and VECIM2
Subroutines IMPY and VECIM2 are used only for the viscous flow calculations to
apply the implicit stage in the y-direction of the explicit-implicit method. Subrou-
tine IMPY actually applies the implicit stage, and then subroutine VECIM2 calculates
the flow variables at each grid point from the conserved variables, calls subroutine
BOUND, and saves the flux quantities on the appropriate upper or lower boundary for
the implicit stage of the next time-step. The implicit stage is used only when
FDT > 1.
Subroutine SPILL
Subroutine SPILL is called after every LW time-steps at line VISCOUS 244 for the
viscous flow and at line INVICID 172 for the inviscid flow. The purpose of this
subroutine is to calculate the spillage in a quasi-three-dimensional application of
the code. It takes the solution in the plane normal to the sidewall sweep and pro-
jects it back to the cowl plane. The constant tangential velocity component is then
properly superimposed on the projected solution to provide the solution in the cowl
plane. Knowing the component of velocity normal to the plane of the cowl and the
density field, flow spillage (i.e., the amount of flow leaving the inlet ahead of the
cowl) can be obtained. For viscous flow calculations, an arbitrary boundary-layer
profile is prescribed on the constant tangential velocity component before superim-
posing it on the projected solution. In subroutine SPILL, it is assumed that the
tangential velocity changes from zero to the constant inviscid value over 10 to
12 grid points from the solid boundary. For the case of zero sweep, obviously the
spillage in the quasi-three-dimensional application of the code will be zero. For
this case, the subroutine will skip the spillage calculations.
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Subroutine SPILL also calculates and prints the nondimensional pressure on the
upper and lower boundaries and on the upper and lower strut surfaces if there is a
strut in the flow field. The pressure is nondimensionalized with respect to the
pressure at the inflow boundary.
Subroutine PRINT
Subroutine PRINT is called after every LW time-steps and after the normal termi-
nation of the program. It prints the complete flow-field solution at all the grid
points. It also prints certain input parameters and the mass flux across a given
axial location.
SAMPLE PROBLEM AND OUTPUT QUANTITIES
To illustrate the use of the code, the listing given in appendix A is set up for
a quasi-three-dimensional application of the code for the inlet geometry shown in
figure I. The geometry input in subroutine START is in a plane normal to the sweep
line (fig. I(c)). Only the upper half of the problem is solved. The problem is set














LFI = 9_ (The program card equates UNIT9 to CASE20 at line







CRITAVG = 0.1 * CRIT
FM = 5. (FM is the Mach number at the face of the inlet in









TIMEL = 3. * x(I,N1)/OF (UF is the velocity at the face of the inlet
corresponding to Mach 5. )
To calculate eddy viscosity, five calls to subroutine EDDY are made in subroutine
TURB as shown in the listing in appendix A. As mentioned earlier, for the quasi-
three-dimensional application of the code, the flow is calculated in a plane normal
to the sidewall sweep. The code prints the detailed solution in this plane. It then
calculates the spillage from the inlet by projecting the solution to a plane parallel
to the cowl plane and properly superimposing on it the component of velocity parallel
to sweep line. The sample outputs are presented in appendix E, and a brief descrip-
tion of output quantities is given below.
Since parameter IMET is set equal to I, the code prints the metric coefficients
at all the grid points. In this portion of the output,
N grid number in x-direction
M grid number in y-direction
X distance in x-direction, m








_X _y 5y _X
AJ - _ 5_ 5_ 5_
where _,D are the coordinate directions in the transformed plane.
_ne code then prints the maximum error and mean square root error after every
50 time-steps till it stops either on LMAX or on one of the convergence criteria. It
then prints the total number of time-steps (or iterations), the physical time
advanced in seconds, and the time-limit in seconds. (Time-limit is set by the param-
eter TIMEL. ) It also prints the values of CRIT (local error), CRITAVG (average
error), and LEXIT (order of extrapolation at outflow). The complete solution is then
printed at each body station in the x-direction. It includes
X,Y coordinates of the grid point, m




SH static enthalpy, m2/sec2
VIST turbulent viscosity, kg/m-sec
ERRO local error at a grid point
For NSTRUT = I, flow variables at M = MS between N = NSI to NS2 correspond to
the top surface of the strut. Flow variables at the lower surface are printed
separately. At the lower surface of the strut, the code prints total enthalpy HS and
laminar viscosity VISS in place of VIST and ERRO.
With each call to subroutine PRINT, after printing the detailed solution, the
code prints the mass flow rate at each axial station. This allows the user to check
for mass conservation inside the inlet.
After the code stops on L_4AXor any of the convergence criteria, it calls sub-
routine SPILL, which calculates flow spillage. If hhe sweep angle is zero, spillage
calculations are not done. A sample output for spillage calculations is shown in
appendix E. In this output, XP is the projected axial distance in the cowl place
(i.e., XP = X/cos A). Local mass spilled (in kilograms per meter-second) is the
integrated value of the product of density and downward velocity component at a given
XP location. Total mass spilled (in kilograms per second) is obtained by integrating
the local values up to a given XP location. If, for example, the cowl closure starts
at XP = 0.132791 m, corresponding to body station 40, the total mass spilled ahead
of the cowl is equal to 0.01193 kg/sec. The user can then calculate the spillage in
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terms of the percentageof the incomingmass flow rate at the face of the three-
dimensionalinlet.
•Subroutine SPILL also calculates and prints the surface pressure distribution on
the top and bottom (or centerline in the case of a symmetric problem) boundaries and
on the upper and lower strut surfaces for NSTRUT = I. These pressures are nondimen-
sionalized with respect to the pressure at the face of the inlet.
Finally, the code prints a message that tells on what basis the calculations
were terminated.
From the solution of the sample problem presented here, pressure contours and
the velocity vector field were plotted. These plots are shown in figures 2 and 3,
respectively. Although only the upper half of the inlet was solved, the results were
projected to the lower half of the inlet for plotting purposes.
COMPUTATIONAL RATE AND TIME REQUIREMENTS
The code is operational on the CDC CYBER 203 computer system and is highly vec-
torized to take full advantage of the vector-processing capability of the system.
With the explicit method, it has a computational rate of 2 x 10-5 second per grid
point per time-step for viscous flow and 1.3 x 10-5 second per grid point per time-
step for inviscid flow when the 64-bit word arithmetic is used. The code can easily
be modified to use the 32-bit word arithmetic, in which case, the computational rate
is improved by a factor of about 2.5. For example, the code can perform approxi-
mately 50 time-steps per second for viscous flow and 75 time-steps per second for
inviscid flow on a grid of 51 x 51 when the explicit method is used with the 32-bit
word arithmetic. An inviscid problem using a 51 x 51 grid and requiring 1000 time-
steps for convergence can be solved in about 15 seconds.
Finally,in the case of viscousflow calculationswith very fine mesh spacing
near the solid boundaries,a significantimprovementin computationalrate can be
obtainedby using the explicit-implicitmethod.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
A vectorized computer program NASCRIN has been developed that solves the two-
dimensional Euler or Navier-Stokes equations in conservation form. It primarily uses
MacCormack's explicit method, but for viscous flow calculations, MacCormack's
explicit-implicit method can also be used at the user's discretion. An algebraic,
two-layer eddy-viscosity model is used for the turbulent flow calculations. The code
can analyze problems with or without embedded bodies in the flow field. It is highly
user oriented and is structured in such a way that for most supersonic flow problems,
the user has to make changes only in the main program and first two subroutines.
Although the code is primarily written for supersonic internal flow, it can be used
with some modifications for a variety of other flow problems.
Langley Research Center






PRuGRAM NASCRIN(INPUT,OUTPuT,TAPE5-INPuT,TAPE6-0UTPUT, NASCRIN 1
lUNIT9-CASE201 NASCRIN 2
C••••••••••••••••••• ** ••••••••••••*.****•••*•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• NASCRIN 3
C NASCRIN STANDS FOR NUMERICAL ANALYSIS OF SUPERSONIC COMBUSTION NASCRIN 4
C RAMJET INLETS. NASCRIN 5
C NASCRrN 6
C THIS PROGRAM IS BASED ON AIAA PAPER NO. 81-1B5, NASA TP 1940, NA~CRIN 7
C AND NASA TP 1934, ALL tiY AJAY KuMAR OF NASA LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER. NASCRIN 8
C NASCRIN 9
C THE PKOGRAM SOLVES THE TWu-DIMENSIONAL NAvItR-STOKES EQUATIONS FOR NASCRIN 10
C lAMINAR AND TURBULENT flOw AND TwJ-DI~ENSIONAL EULER EQUATIONS FJR ~ASCRIN 11
C INVISCID FLOw IN FUllY CONSERVATIVE FO~M. NASCRIN 12
C NA~Cf<IN 13
C IT USES MACCJRMACK'S UNSPLIT, EXPLICIT fINITE-DIFFERENCE METHOD. NASCRIN 14
C NASCRIN 15
C FUR VISCOUS FLOW, MACCORMACK'S EXPLICIT-IMPLICIT SCHEME CAN ALSO BE NASCRIN 16
C USED AT uSER'S OPTION. NASC~IN 17
C NASCRIN 18
C TURBULENCE IS MODELED BY ~ALDWIN-LOMAX MODEL. NASCRIN 19
C NASCRIN 20
C AN ALGEdRAIC :OORDINATE TRAN~FORMATION I~ USED TO GENERATE A SET OF NASCRIN 21
C BOUNDARf FITTED CURVILINEAR COORDINATES. NASCRIN 22
C NASCRIN 23
C OPEkATIGNAL ON CDC-CYBEK-203 VECTUR PROCESSING CGMPUTER. NASCRIN 24
C ,iASCRIN 25
C•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• *•••••••••••••••••••••••*.**•• **.NASCRIN 26






1 ~H(61,551,H(61,551,RJS(551,US(551,VS(551, ~ASCRIN 33
2 PS(~5),TS(551,SHS(551,HS(55) NASCKIN 34
COMMO~/F3/VISL(61,551,VIST(61,551,VIS(61,551,VISS(551 NASCRIN 35
C~M~ON/F4/SIGX(61,551,SIGY(61,551,TAUXY(61,551,QX(61,551, NASCRIN 36




1 XETA(61,551,YETA(61,551,AJ(61,551 NASCRIN 41
COMMON/F8/XS(551,YS(551,XSXI(551,YSXI(551,XSETA(551, NASCRIN 42
1 YSETA(551,AJS(551 NASCRIN 43
CuMMON/F9/INT(551,TE1(551,lE2(551,TE3(551,TE4(551 ~ASCRIN 44
COMI10N/F IDIOT( 61, 551, DTM NASCRII'i 45
COMMON/F11/ERRO(61,551,B1(61,551 NASCRIN 46
CDMMGN/F12/LSYM,NFLO~,LFI,LFO,lLT,LMAX,L~,lEXIT,CRIT,FDT,FDTL, ~ASCRIN 47






C DEFiNE SIDEwALL SwEEP. IF THE fLOW IS BEING CALCJlATED IN A PLANENASCKIN 54
C NGRMAL TO SIDEwALL 5WeEP, DEFI~E SIDEwALL SWEEP IN DEGREES. NASCRIN 55
C uTrlERWISE EQUATE IT T) ZERU. NASCRIN 56
SWEEP-30. NASCRIN 57
C ~STKUT-D FO~ NQ STRuT ~A~E. N~TRuT-1 fOR A STRUT IN THE FLOW. NA~CRIN 58
N~TRUT-1 NASCRI~ 59
C STRJT IS LOCATED BETwEEN NS1 AND NS2 MESH paINT~ IN Xl DIRECTION NASCRIN 60




C L~YM 15 A PARA~ETER FOR THE LOWER BOUNDARY. ~ASCRIN 65
C IF THE LJWER B1UNDARY IS A $YMMETRY lINE AND NASCRIN 66
C wE ARE SOLVING ONLY UPPER HALF UF THE flOW DOMAIN, LSYM-1 NASCRIN 67
13
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C IF THE LOWER BgUNDARY IS mDI A SY_HETRY LINE, LSYM - 0 NASCRIN 68
LSY_-I NASCRIN 69
C NCWLI AND NCWL2 ARE THE dESH POINTS BEIWEEN WHICH C_WL OR THE NASCRIN 70
C CENTER STRUT IS LOCATED. IF THERE IS _0 COWL OR STRUT ON THE NASCKIN 71
C CENTER LINEI SET NCWL • O OTHERWISE SET - I • NA_CRIN 72
NCWL=I NASCRIN 73
NCWLI=24 NASCRIN 74

































C NFLOw IS A PARAMETER FOR THE TYPE OF FLOa. NFLOW- O_ i OR Z NASCRIN i08
C OEPLEsDING DN WHETHER THE FLBw 13 INVISCID, LAMIhAR JR TURBULENT. NASCRIN i09
C___*€__€_,_____ NASCRIh Ii0
C IF NFLOa=2, IT IS NECESSARY TO _UDIFY THE CALLS TO SU_R3UTINE EDuY NASCRIN Iil
C WHICH ARE FOUND IN SUBROUTINE TJKB. NASCKIN 112
C THE E_TERE FLOW FIELD MAY HAVE TU BE 51VIDEO INTO SEVERAL SUd- NASCRIN 113
C DDMAIN$ AND MORE THAN ONE CALL TO SUSROUTINE EDDY dAY BE REQUIRED. NASCRIN 114
C SEE EXAMPLES IN USER'S MANUAL FUR EURTHER CLARIFICATION. NASCRIN 115
NFL3W-2 NASCRIN 117
C LFI IS THE PERMANENT F_LE NUMdER FROM wHICH THE SOLdTION IS NASCRIN 118
C REAO TO RESTARt THE PROGRAm. LFI IS REQUIRED ONLY WHEN ILT-2. NASCRIN llg
C LFO IS THE PERMANENT FILE NUMBER ON WHICH ]HE OOIPUT OF THE NASCRIN 120
C CuRREN_ COMPUTER RUN IS _T3REU. BOTH LFI AND LFO SHOULD BE NASCRIN 121
C DEFINED DN THE PROGRA_ CARD. NASCRIN L22
LFI-9 NASCRIN 123
LFO-9 NASCRIN I24
C SET ILT'I FOR THE FIRST RUN OF THE COMPUTER PROGRAM. NASCRIN i25
C TO RESTART THE PROGRAm, SET ILT=2 NASCKIN 126
ILT-I NASCRIN 127
C LMAX IS THE MAXIMUM NJMBEk JF TIME-STEPs. THE PROGRAM WILL NASCRIN 128
C STdP AFTER LMAX TIME-STEPS AND WILL STOKE THE SOLUTION ON LFO. NASCRIN 129
C AN INTERMEDIATE SOLUTION IS PRINTED AFTER EVERY Lw TIME-STEPS. NASCRIN 130
C LMAX SHOULD BE EQUAL TO OR AN INTEGER MULTIPLE OF L_. NASCRIN 131
LMAX-25000 NASCRIN 132
LW•LMAX NASCRIN 133
C LEXIT-O FOR ZERO ORDER EXTRAPOLATION AND LEXIT•I _OR FIRST DROER NASCRIN I_4




C ERRJR CRITERION NASCRIN 137




C CONDITIONS AT THE FACE OF ]HE INLET. U_E ST bNITS. NASCRIN 142














C CVIS IS THE COEFFICIENT USED IN SUTHERLAND_S VISCOSITY FORMULA NASCRIN 157






C ,_€__ NASCRIN 164
C GEOMETRY INPUT AND METRIC COEFFICIENTS CALCULATIONS. NASCRIN 165
C NASCRIN 166
C DEFI_E IMET-O IF _ETKIC CdEFFICIENTS NEED NOT BE PRINTED. NASCRIN 167
C _MET=I IF _ETRI_ _OEF_ICIENTS ARE TO _E PRINTED. NASCRIN 168





CALL STAQT(MM_SWEEP) NASCRIN 174
CALL XY(I,MS_BETA) NASCRIN 175
IF(NSTRUT.EQ.O)GO TO 500 NASCRIN 176
MM-I NASCRIN 177







iO YSAI{N}-YXI(HS,NN) NASCRIN 185
CALL START|MM_SWEEP) NASCRIN 186
CALL XY(MSp_I_BETA) NASCRIN 187
DO _0 N=E,NSIMI NASCRIN 188
YETA(MS_N)-(Y(MS+I_i_)-Y(MS-I_N))/2. NASCRIN 189
20 XETA(MS,N).(X(MS+I,N)-X(MS-I,N))/2. NASCRIN 190
DU 30 N-NS2PI,NI NASCRIN 191
YETA(_S_N)-(Y(_S.I_)-Y(_S-I_N))/2. _ASCRIN 192
30 XETA|MS,N}-(X(_S+I,N)-X(MS-I_N))I2. NASCRIN 193
AJ_(I_NS).XSXI(I;NS)_YSETA|IINS)-XSETA(IjNS)_YSXI[I;NS) NASCRIN 194
500 CONTINUE NASCRIN 195
AJ(I_I_NXM)=XXI(I_E_NXM)_YETA(E_E_NXM)-XETA(I_E_NXM)_YXI{I_I_NXM) NASCRIN Igb
IF(IMET.EQ.O)GD TO 45 NASCRIN 197
DO 40 N-I_NI NASCRIN Ig8
WRITE(6,IIO0) NASCRIN ig9
Ou 40 MM-I_MI NASCRIN 200
M=MI-MM+I NASCRIN 201
40 WRirE[5,12OO]N,H,X[_,_),Y(_,N],XXI(M_N),XETA[_,N|,YXI[M,N],YETA(M, NASCRIN 202
IN)_AJ(M_N) NASCRIN 203







llOO FURMAT(I_3X,INI,3X_IMt_IOX, tXt,IOX_ IYt,8X, tXXIIpTX_tXETAt,8Xs NASCRIN 209
ItYXIt_TX,IYETAtpqX21AJt_I) NASCRIN ZlO
1200 FORMAT(2X,213,7FII.8) NASCRIN 211
45 CONTINJE NASCRIN 212
C **_**************** NASCRIN 213












00 50 I-I,4 NASCRIN 22b
_OAJb(I,I_NI)-9. NASCRIN 227
BDAO|I_I_NI)-O. NASCRIN 228
DAO(I_I, IINXM)-O. NAS_RIN 229





C II_EL IS THE TIME KEQJIRED _Y 1HE FREE STREAM TO TRAVEL 3 TIMES NASCRIN 235




IF(NFLOW. EQ.O) CALL INVI_ID|SWEEP) NASCRIN 240
IF{NFLOW.NE.O) SALL VISCOUS{SWEEP) NASCRIN 24i
IF(LK.EQ.2) GO T_ 1000 NASCRIN Z42
STOP NASCRIN 243
ENO NASCRIN 24k
_UaRdUTINE START(M_#SaEEP) START I
CUMMON/FIINXM,NXMI_NXM2#NXM_NXM4_NI#ML_NII_II_NSI_NS2,NS#MS,MS1 START 2
I,NCWL,NCWLI,NCWL2,NC_LM, NC_LPtNSTRUT START 3
CuMIONIFAIIMI2_MI3_NI2,NI3_NXMS,NXMb,MSZ_MS3_MS4_MSPI,MSP2, MbP3 START 4
I,NSMI,NSIPI,NS2MI.NSIMI,NS2PI,NNS,NSIM2, NXM? START 5
COM_ONIF71X(61,55),Y(bl,55),XXI(bI,bS),YXI(bI_55)_ START 6
L XETA(61_55)_YETA(61_55)_AJ(bl,55) START 7
COM_N/FQIXS(55),YS{55),X_XI{55),YSXI(55)_XSEIA(55)_ START 8
i Y_ETA(55)_AJS(55) START 9
C FOR M_-O_ THIS SUBROUTINE DESCRIBES THE _Y L00RDINATES OF THE START i0
C LGWE_ BOUNDARY AND THE MESH LIKES PASSING THROUGH THE LOWER SURFACSTART El
C OF THE STRUT. FOR MM-I, IT DESCRIBES THE COORDINATE_ OF THE START 12
C MESH LINE PASSING THROUGH THE UPPER SURFACE OF THE STRUT AND THE START 13
C UP#ER BOUNDARY. IF THERE I_ NU STRUT IN THE FLOWFIELD, THEN IT START ik
C OE_RIB_S THE CO_]RDINATES _F UPPER AND LdwER _OUNDARIES. START 15
PI-4.*ATAN(I.) START Ib
SW-SwEEP*PIIIBO. START 17
C ***************** START 18
C START 19
C DESCRIBE X(I_N)_ X(MI_N)_ Y(I,N_,Y(MI_N}# FOR N-I TO NI START 20
C AND, IF M_-I_ DESCRIBE START 21
C X(MS,N)_ Y(MS_N) START 22
C START 23
C FOR GOASI-THREE-DIMENSTIONAL CALCULATIuNS_ PROVIDE THE GEGMETRY IN START 2k
C A PLANE NORMAL TO THE SIDEWALL _WEEP. START 25
C IF IN INCHES_ MULTIPLY BY .025k TO GET METRIC UNITS START 26
C €**************** START 27
C THE GEOMETRY GIVEq _ELOW IS IN A PLANE NORMAL TO SWEEP LINE, START 28







O0 _ N'2,6 START 34





DO 2 N-II,NI START 40
2 A(I,N)'X(I_N-I)..O025 &TART 41
DX'.O025 START 42
C _**_***_********** START 43
LF(MM.EQ.I)GO TO 300 START 44
C *,,_*_******_****** START 45
DU 3 N-IpNI START 46
X(_S,N)-X(I,N) START 47
Y(I,N)-O. START 48
3 Y(MS,N)-.OIR START kg
DO _ s-25,3k START 50
4 Y{I_N|-Y(IpN-I}+DX_TANC2 START 51
DO 5 N-35,43 START 52
5 Y|I_N}-Y(I,N-I)-DX_TANC2 START 53
00 6 N'17_34 START 5k
6 Y(MS,N)-Y(MS,N-I)-DX*TANC2 START 55
DO 7 _-35,46 START 56
7 Y{MS,N)-Y(MS,N-1)+DX*TANC3 START 57
DY-{Y{_S_46)-.OI3)/.0225 START 58
DO B N-47,NI START 59
8 Y{MS_N}-Y(MS_N-I)-DX_DY 5TART 6G
C *_**_*_*_€_*_€ START 61
IF(MM.EQ.3)RETURN START 62
C _m_***_*_*_¢*_ START 63
300 CONTLNUE START 64
Y(_I,I]-.04 START 65
Y(MI_2)-.04 START 66
DO i0 N-I,N1 START 67
X{MI,N)-X(I_N) START 6_
X(MS,N)-X(I,N) START 69
I0 Y(MS,N)-.018 START TO
DO ii N-3,NI START 71
11 Y(MI,N).Y(MI,N-1)-(X(HI,N)-X(M1,N-I))*TANC1 START 72
DO 12 N'37,4b START 73
12 Y|MS_N}-Y(MS_N-I)-DX*TAN_I START 74
DY-(Y(MS_46)-.OI3)I.0225 START 75
DO 13 N-4T,NI START 76




SUBROUTINE TURB TURB 1




CALL VDRT TURB b
C TURB 7
**************************************************************************** 8
C IF NFL_W-2 WAS SPECIFIED_ EDDY VISCOSITY IS CALCULATED USING CALLS TO TURB 9
C SUBROUTINE EDDY. TURB 10
C TURB 11
C SUBROUTINE EDDY HAS SIX PARAMETERS_ NNXl,NNX2, NYI,NY2_NWALL_&NSIR. TdRB 12
C NNXI,NNX2 AND NYI_NY2 ARE THE GRID NUMBERS IN THE X AND Y DIRECTI_NSTURB 13
C RESPECTIVELY FOR THE FLOW DOMAIN BEING CONSIDERED. TURB 14
C NWALL-I WHEN THERE IS OILY ONE WALL {I.E., A WALL AT NY2) TURB 15
C NWALL-2 _HEN THERE ARE TWO WALLS (I.E._ WALLS AT BOTH NY1 AND NY2). TURB 1_
C NSTR-I FOR THE REGION IN WHICH THE LOWER SURFACE OF THE STRUT FORMS TUR8 17
17
APPENDIX A
C THE UPPER WALL OF THE FLUW OOMAIN (mY2-MSI). TURB 18
C NSIR-O OTHERWISE TURB 19
C TORB 20
C USE AS MANY CALLS TO SUbRUUTINE EDDY AS NECESSARY TD DEFINE ENTIRE REGTURB 21
C SEE EXAMPLES IN THE ']SER'S flANUAL FOR FURTHER CLARIFICATION. TUR8 22
C TURB 24
CALL EDDY(2,15,1,MI,I_O) TURB 25
CALL EDDY(16_46, MSIMIp2,0) TURB 26
CALL EDDY(16_23_l_M$1,1_I) TURB 27
CALL EDDY(24_46_I_51_211) TURB 28
CALL EDDY(k71NIjlp_I#IIO) TUR8 29
RETURN TURB 30
END TOR_ 31
SUaROUTINE XY(ETAMN_ETAHx,BETA) XY 1
COMMUNIFIINXM_NXMIpNX_2tNX_3_NXM4,NIm_ItNIE_IIjNSI_NS2nNSpMS_MSI XY 2
lpNCWL_NCWLlpNC_L2,NCWLfijNCWLP,NSTRUT XY 3
COM_GNIFAIlMI2_HI3mNI21NL3sNXM5_NX_6, flS2_MS3#MS4_MSPL_MSP2_SP3 XY 4
I_h_flL,MSIPI_NS2MI_mSL_I_NS2PI,NN_NSIM2_NXM7 XY 5
CDMHONIF?IX(61_55)_Y(61_55}_XXI(61_55),YXI(61_55), XY 6
i XETA(61,55)_YETA(bI_55)_AJ(OI_55) XY 7
COMMONIF81XS(55),YS(55)_XSXL(55)_YSXI(55)_XSETA(55)I XY 8
1 Y_ETA(55),AJS(55) XY 9
DIaENSION ETAB(61)_ETAD(61) XY 10
INTEGER ETAMX_ETAMN XY 11
B-ALOG((BETA+I.)/(_ETA-I.)) XY 12
NETA-_TAMX-FTAMN XY 13





I0 ETAD(M)m2.¢B¢BETA_EXPA#(I.+EXPA)_-2 XY 19
DO 15 NmI,NI XY 20






15 YETA(_N)-(Y(ETA_X_N)-Y(ETAMN#N))_ETAD(M)INETA XY 27
DO 20 N-2,NII XY 28
00 20 _'ETAMN_ETAMX XY 29
XXI(M,N)={X(M,q+I)-X(M,N-I))/2. XY 30
20 YXI(M,N)-(Y(M,_+I)-Y(_,N-I))I2. XY 31




30 YXI(M_N1)-Y(M, NI)-Y(_Nll) XY 3b
RETdRN XY 37
END XY 38
SUaROUTINE VISCOUS(SWEEP) VISCOUS l






L SH(6Lt55)tH(61_55)#ROS(55),US(55)_VS(55)_ VISCOUS 8
2 PS(55),TS(55),SHS(55)_HS(55) VISCOUS g
CO_MONIF31VISL(51_55)_VXST(OI_55)_VIS(OI,55)_VISS(551 VISCOUS lO
COQ_NIF41SIGX(61,55)_SIGY(_I_55)_TAbXY(6I_55)_QX(61,55), VISCOUS Ii













1 TLME,CCP,CCT,L,LK,TI_EL,CRITAVG VISCOUS 23




C INITIAL GUESS VISCOU_ 28
C VISCOUS 29





P(L, IINXM)-PF VISCOUS 35
R_(IsIINXM}-P(1,1;NXH)/RGAS/T(1,13hXh) VISCOUS 36
IF(ILT.EQ.I)GD TO 2 VISCOUS 37
READ(LFI_561) LpTIME VISCOUS 38
DO 3 N'I_NI VISCOUS 39
READ(LFI,560)(X(M_N),Y(H_N}_U(M_N)_V(M,N)_P(M_N),T(_N),RO(H_N)_ VI3COUS 40
ISH(M_N),H(M,N),VIST(M_N)_M=I_MI) VISCOUS 41
3 CONTINUE VISCOUS 42
LMAX-LMAX+L VISCOUS 43
iF(NSTRUT.EQ.O)G3 TO 2 VISCOUS 44
READ(LFI_SbO)(XS(N),YS(N)_US(N),VS(N),PS(h),TS(N),RJS(N),SHS(N|, VISCOU_ 45
IHS(N)_VISS(N),N-I_NS) VISCOUS _6
2 CONTINUE VI3CUUS 47
L-L+I VISCOUS 48
CALL BOUND VISCOUS 49
I CONTINUE VISCOUS 50
L3TEP-I VISCOUS 51
ERRO(I_I;NXM)-RO(I,L;NXM) VISCOUS 52
QX(Z,2;NXM4)-GAMA_P(2, Z_NXM_)IRD{2_2INXM4) VISCOUS 53
_X(2_2;NXM4}-VSQRT(QX(2,2;NXM4);QX(2,2_NXM4) ) VISCOUS 54







CALL DVIS_P VISCOUS 62
CALL VECI VISCOUS 63
CALL DA_PP VISCOUS b4
C VISCOUS 65
C PREDICTOR STEP WITH FORWARD DIFFERENCING. VISCOUS 66
C VISCOUS 67
IE(FDT.GT.I°)G_ TO i0 VISCOUS 68
DO I00 I'1,4 VISCOUS 69
AUI(a,2,I;NXM_).AU(2,2,1;NXH4;-DT(2,2;NXM4}_((AM(2,3,1;NXM_)-AM(2,VISCOU3 70
I2_I;NXM4))+(AN(3,Z,IINXM4)-AN(2,2_I_NXM4)|} VISCOUS 71
IF(NSTRUT.EQ.O)GO TO I00 VISCOUS 72




105 CONTINUE VISCOUS 77
i00 CONTINUE VISCOUS 78
CALL VEC2 VISCOUS 79
CALL BOUND VISCOUS 80
GO TO 20 VISCOUS BI
i0 CONTINUE VISCOUS 82





I_{NSIRUT°EQ.O)GO TO 15 VISCOUS 66
DD 16 N-I,NS VISCOUS 87
NN-N+NSI-1 VISCOUS 88
DAU(MSI_N,I)'-DT(HSI,NN)_(AM(MSI_NN+I,L)-AM(MSItNN, I)+ANS(Nsl)- VISCOUS 89
1At_(_SIpNN, I))/AJ(MSI,NN) VISCOUS 90
lb CONTINUE VISCOUS 91
15 CUNTINUE VISCOUS 92
IA90-1 VISCOUS 93
CALL IMPY(IADg) VISCOUS 94
OD 17 I-i,4 VISCOUS 95
17 AUII2_2_IINXM4)'AU|2p2_IiNXM4)+DAUI2_ZpI;NXM4|_AJ(2sZINXH4) VISCOUS 96
C SOBEOUTINE BOUND IS CALLED IN VECIM2, VISCOUS 97
CALL VECIH2(IADD) VISCOUS q8
20 CONTINUE VISCOUS 99
iF{LK.EQ.2)RETURN VISCOUS 100
DO 160 I-I,4 VISCDU_ IOI
AUI(2,2,1_NXM4)-AU(2,Z,I_NXM4)+AUI(2,2,I_NXM4) VISCOUS 10Z
lo0 CONTINUE VISCOU_ i03
CALL DVISCC VISCOUS 104
CALL VECl VISCOU_ 105
CALL DAMPC VISCOUS 106
C VISCOUS 107
C CORRECTOR STEP WITH BACKWORD OIFFERENCING VISCOUS 108
C _ISCOUS i09
IF(FOT.GT.I.)GO TO 30 VISCOUS ii0
DO 210 I-I_4 VISCOUS Ell
AUI(2p2_I;NXM4)'O.5_(AOI(2_2_I_NXM4)-DT(2tZ_NXM4)_((AH(2_2tlINX_4)VISCOUS LI2
1-AH(2_I_IINXM4))+(AN(2s2pIINX_4)-AN(I_2eIINX_4)))) VISCOUS 113
210 CONTINUE VISCOUS 114
CALL vEC2 VISCOUS E15
CALL BOUND VISCOUS 116
GO TO 40 VISCOUS i17
30 CONTINUE VISCOUS I18
DO 35 I-1,4 VISCOUS I19
DAU{212tl;NXM4)--DT{2,2;NXM4)_{AM|2,2_I;NXM4)-AM(2,I,I_NXM4)+ VISCOUS 120
IAN(2_2plINXM4)-A_{I_2_IJNXH4))/AJ(2,2INXM4) VISCOUS 121
35 CONTINUE VISCOUS 12Z
IAOD-O VISCOUS 123
CALL IMPY(IADD) VISCOUS 124
00 36 I-I_4 VISCOUS i25
36 AUI(Z_Z,I;NXM4)'.5*(AJI(Z_Z_IINX_4)+DAU(E,Z_I_NXM4I_AJ(_,2INX_4I) VISCOUS 12b
IAD_-I VISCOUS 127
C SUBROUTINE BOUND IS CALLED iN VECIM2. VISCOUS 12B
CA_L VECIH2(IAD3) VISCOUS 129













CALL DVISCC VISCOUS 143
CALL VECI VISCOUS 144
CALL DAMPC VISCOUS 145
C VISCOUS 146
C PREDICTOR STEP WITH B_CKWARU DIFFERENCING. VISCOUS 147.
C VISCOUS 14e
IF{FDT.GT.I.)Gj ro 50 viscous 149
OD 110 I-1,4 VISCOUS 150
AUI(2,2,I;NXM4).AU(2,_,I;NXM4)-DT(Z,2;hXM4)_((AM{2,2,1INXM4)-AM(2_VISCOUS 151
II, I_NXM4))+(AN(2,2_II_X_4)-AN(I_2,1;NXM4|}) VISCOUS 152
20
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110 CUNTI~UE VISCO~S 153
CALL VEC2 VISCOUS 154
CALL aOUND VISCOUS 155
GLJ TO 60 VISCOUS 156
50 CLNTINUE VISCOU~ 157
Du 55 1-1,4 VISCOUS 158
DAUIZ,2,IiNXM41--DTI2,2jNXM41.IAMI2,Z,ljNXM41-AMIZ,1,IjNXM41+ VISCOUS 159
lANIZ,2,I;NXM41-A~11,Z,I;NXK411./AJI2,2jNXM41 VISCOUS 160
55 CuNTINUF VISCOU~ 161
IAOO-O VISCOUS 162
CALL IMPY(IADDI VISCOUS 163
UU 56 1-1,4 VISCOUS 164
AU1IZ,2,I;NXM41-AJI2,2,I;NXM41+DAUIZ,Z,IjNXM41*AJIZ,l;NXM41 VISCOUS 165
56 CONTINUE VISCOUS 166
~ SUdROUTINE BOU~O IS ~ALLED IN VECIM2. VISCOUS 167
CALL ~E~IM2IIADDI VISCOUS 168
60 CuNTINUF VISCOUS 169
I~ILK.EO.2IRETJR~ VISCOUS 170
DL 165 1-1,4 VISCOUS 171
Au112,2,IJNX~41-AUI2,2,IjNX~41+Au1(Z,l,IjNXM41 VISCOUS 172
If(NST~UT.EO.OIGO TO 165 VISCOUS 173
DO 150 N-1,NS VISCOUS 174
~~-N+NSl-l VISCOUS 175
150 AUSl(N,I)-AUIC~Sl,NN,r) VISCOUS 176
165 CONTINUE VISCOUS 177
CALL OVISCP VISCOUS 178
CALL VEel VISCOUS 179
~ALL DAMPP VISCOUS 180
C VISCOUS 181
C CORRECTOR STEP WITH FJR~ARD uIFFERENCING VISCOUS 182
C VISCOUS 183
!FIFDT.GTd.)GO TO 70 VISCOUS 184
DO Z15 1-1,4 VISCOUS 185
AU1(Z,2,!jNXM41-0.5.(AU1(Z,Z,IjNXM41-DTIZ,ZiNXM41*I(AM(2,3,IjNX~4)VISCOUS 186
1-AMI2,2,I;NXM41)+IAN(3,Z,I;NXM4)-AN(Z,Z,I;NXM4))I) VISCOUS 187
IF(NSTRUT.EO.OIGO TO 215 VISCOUS 188
DU 120 N-1,NS VISCOUS 189
N~-N+NSl-1 VISCOUS 190
AU1IMSl,NN,II-J.5*IAUSl(N,I)-OT(MSl,NNI*CAMlhSl,NN+l,l)-AM(MSl,NN,VISCOU~ 191
1!)+,u.. :>IN,IJ-ANIMS1,NNIIJI) VISCOUS 192
120 CONTINUE VISCOUS 193
215 CONTINUF VISCOUS 194
CALL VEC2 VISCOU~ 195
CALL BOUND VISCOUS 196
GO TO 80 VI~COUS 197
70 CONTlNUE "ISCO~S 190
DO 75 1-1,4 VISCOUS 199
DAU(2,2,I;NXM41--DT(2,2jNXM41*(AM(Z,3,I;NXM41-AM(2,2,IiNXM4)+ VISCOUS ZOO
lAN(3,2,IJNXM4)-ANI2,2,IjNXM4»)/AJC2,2JNXM4) VISCOUS 201
IHNSTQ.UT.EO.OIGO TO 75 HSCOUS 202




76 CONTINUE VISCOUS 207
75 CuNTlNUE VISCOUS 208
lADD-l VISCOuS Z09
CALL IMPY(IADDI VISCOUS 210
DO 77 1-1,4 VISCOUS 211
77 AU1(2,2,I;NXM41-.5*IAJ112,2,IjNXM4)+oAUI2,2,I;NXM4)*AJ1212;NX~4») VISCOUS 212
IADD-O VISCOUS 213
C SU~ROUTl~E BOUND IS CALLEO !~ VECIM2. VISCOUS 214
CALL VECIM2(IAODI VISCOUS 215
80 CUNTI~UE VISCOUS 216
IF(LK.EO.2IRETURN VISCOUS 217





IF(LL.NE.L)GO TO 21b VISCOUS Z21
CALL [URB VISCOUS Z22




IF(ERRMX.LE.CRIT)GO TU 217 VISCOUS 227
IF(TIME.GT.TI_EL|Gj TO 217 VISCOUS 228
LL-L/50 VISCOUS Z29
LL-LL_50 VISCOUS 230
IF(LL._E.L}GD TO 220 ¢ISCDUS Z3I
SIGX(I_I;NXM)-ERRO(IpI_hXH)_ERRO(IsI_NXM) VISCOUS Z32
ERRAVG-Q8SSUM(SIGX(I, IINAM)) VISCOUS 233
EkRAVG-SQRT(ERRAVG)/NXM VISCOUS 234
IF(EKRAVG.LE.CRITAVG) GO TO 217 VISCOUS 235
WRITE(OpSIO)L, ERRMXpERRAVG VISCOUS 23b
510 FUR_AT(I,IOX,IL=I,15,1OX, IMAX.ERRGR-I,EI2.5,1OX, VISCOUS 237
1'MEAN SQRT ERROR'I_EI2.5) VISCOU_ 238
LL-LILW VISCOUS 239
LL-LL_LW VISCOUS 240
IF(LL.NE.L)GO TO 220 VISCOUS 241
217 CONTINUE VISCOUS 242
CALL PRINT VISCOUS 243
CALL SPILL(SWEEP) VISCOUS 244
IF(ERRAVG.LE.CRITAVG) WRITEIbsO00) VISCOUS 245
IF(EKKAVG.LE.CRIT_VG) GO TO 218 VISCOUS 24b
IF(TI_E.GT.TIMEL) wRITE(b_blO) VISCOUS 247
IP(TIME.GT.TIMEL) GO [0 218 VISCOUS 24B
IF(ERRMX.LE.CRIT) WRITE(b,b20) VISCOUS 24q
IF(ERRMX.LE.CRIT)GO TO 218 VISCOUS 250
220 CONTINUE VISCOUS 251
L-L+I VISCOUS 252
IF(L.LE.L_AX)GO TO i VISCOUS 253
L-L-E VISCOUS 254
WRLTE(b_b30) VISCOUS 255
218 CONTINUE VISCUUS 25b
REWIND LFO VISCOUS 257
WRITE(LFO, 561) L,TIME VISCOUS 258
00 300 N-I_NI VISCOUS 259
WRITE(LFO, 560)(X(H,N),Y(_,N)IU(M,N),V(M,N)_P(M_N),T(M,N),RO(_,N), VISCOU_ ZOO
ISH(_,N),H(M,N),VIST(M,N),M=I,_I) VISCOUS 261
300 CONTINUE VISCOUS ZbZ
IF(NSTRUT.EQ.O)G3 TO 310 VISCOUS 263
WklTE(LFO_SbO)(XS(N)_YS(N)_US(N)_VS(N)_PS(N)_TS(N)_ROS(N),SHS(N)_ VISCOUS _64
IHS(N),VISS(N),N'I,NS) VISCOU_ 265
310 CB._TLNUE VISCOUS 266
560 FORmAT(IX, 2Fg.b_2FI2.5_FI4.5_FI3.5_FII.5_FE4.5_FIS.6_FIO.6) VISCOUS ZO7
561 FOR_AT(IX#Ib,2X_EIS.7) VISCOUS Zb8
600 FOR:IAT(//_2OX_'PROGRAM TERMINAIED ON MEAN SORT ERROR CRITERION') VISCOUS 269
610 FOR_AT(II_2OX,'PR_]GRAM TEKMINATED DN PHYSICAL TIME ', VISCOUS 270
I 'C3NVERGENCE CRITERION') VISCOUS 271
b20 FORMAT(II_2OX,'PROGRAM TERMINATED ON LOCAL ERROR CRITERION') VISCOUS 272
b30 FOR_AT(II,2OX,'PROGRA_ TERMINATED ON LMAX') VISCOUS 273
RETURN VISCOUS 274
ENO VISCOUS Z75
SUORuUTINE INVICID(SWEEF) INVICID i
BIT BI INVICIO 2





I SH(bI_55)_H(bI_55)_ROS(55)_U_(55),VS(55)_ INVLCIO 8
2 PS(55),TS(55),SHS(55),H_(55) INVICID g
CDMAONIF31VISL(bI_55),VI_T(bI_55),VIS(OI_55)*VISS(bS) INVICID i0
COQMUNIF41SIGX(51,55),SI3Y(bI,55),TAUXY(b1,55),QX(61,55), INVICID 11






1 XEfA(61,LD},YETA(bl,55)tAJ(61,55) INVICID 16
CDMMON/FBIXS(55),IS(55),X3XI(55},YSXI(55},X_ETA(55}, INVlCI_ 17




CDMMONIFI21LSYM, NFLOW,LFI,LFD, ILT,LMAX,LW, LEXITsCRIT,FDT_FDTL, INvIClO 22
I TLME_CCP,CCT,L,LK,TI_EL,CRITAVG INVIClD 23
COM_IONIFI31GAHApRGAStCPpPR_PRT_CVIS_FM, PF_TFtUFIROFtSHF,HF INVICID 24
C INVICID 25



















4 CONTINUE INVICID 45
IF(ILT.EQ.I)GD T] 2 INVICID 46
READ(LFI,L61) L,TIME INVICID 47
00 3 N-I_NI INVICID 46
REAO(LFI,560)(X(_,N),Y(M,N)_U(M_N)_V(n,N]_P(_),T(M_N)_RD(M_N)_ INVICID 4g
1SH{M_N}_H(M,N),VIST(M,N),M=I,M1) INVICID 50
3 CONTINUE INVICIO 51
L_AX =LMAX+L LNVICI_ 52
IF(N&TRUT.EQ.O)GO TO 2 INVICIU 93
READ(LFI_LbO)(XS(N)_YS(N|_US(N)_vS(N)_PS(N),TS(N),RJS(N),SHS(N), INVICID 54
IHS(N),VISS(N),N-I,NS) INVICID 55
2 CONTINUE INVICIO 56
L-L+I INVICID 57
CALL IBDUND INVICIO _8












CALL IVECl INVICID 71
CALL DAMPP INVICID 72
C INVICID 73
C PkEDICTOR STEP WITH FORWARD DIFFERENCING. INVICID 74
C INVICID 75
DO IOO I-1,4 INVICID 7b
_DI(2_2_I_NXM_)-_U(2,2,1;_XM4_-D/(2_2;NXM4)_((AN(2,3,1_NXM4_-AM(Z_INVICID 77
12,I;NXM4))+(AN(3,2_I_NXM4)-AN(2,2_IINXM4))) INVICID 78
IF(NSTRUT.EQ.O)GO TO i00 INVICID 79





I+ANS(NtI)-AN(MSI,NN, I)) INVICID 83
105 CONTINUE INVICID 84
lOO CONTINUE INVICID 85
CALL VEC2 INVICID 86
CALL IBOUND INVICID 87
IF(LK.EQ.2)RETURN INVICID 8B
DO IbO I-I_4 INVICID 89
AbI(2_2, I;NXM4)-AU(2_2_IJNXM4)+AUI(2_2_I_NXM4) INVICIO gO
lbO CONTINUE INVICID. 91
CALL IVES1 INVICID 92
CALL DAMPC INVICID 93
: INVICID 94
C CURRECTDR STEP WITH BACKWURD OIFFERENCING INVICID 95
C INVZCID 9b
DD 210 I-1p4 INVICIO 97
AUI(2,2, I;NXM4).O.5*(AUI(ZJ2,1;HXM4)-DT(2,2INXM4)_((AM(2,2,1;NXM4)INVICID gB
1-A_(2_I,IINXM4))+(AN[2_2_IJNXM4)-AN(I_2_IJNXM4)))) INVLCID 99
210 CONTINUE INVICID 100
CALL VE:2 INVICID I01













CALL IVECI I_VICID I15
CALL DAMPC INVICID llb
C INVICID 117
C PREDICTOR STEP WITH BACKWARD DIFFERENCING. INVlCID 118
C INVICID 11g
00 II0 I-I,4 INVICID 120
AUI(2_2,1;NXM4).AU(Zt2tl;NXM4)-DI(2,2;NXM4)_((AM(2_2,1;NXM4)-_M(2,1NVICID 121
II_IiNXM4))+(AN(2p211;NX_4)-AN(ItZ_IINX_4)}) INVICID IZ2
110 CONTINUE INVICID IZ3
CALL VES2 INVICID 124
CALL IBOUND INVICID 129
IF(LK.E_.2)RETURN INVICID I2b
DO io5 l-it4 INVICID 127
AbI(2,2,1;NXM4)-AU(2,2_I;NX_4)+AUI(Z,2,1;_XM4} INVICID 128
IF(NSTRUT.EQ.O)GD TO Ib5 INVICID 129
DO IbO N-I,NS INVICID 130
NN-N+NSI-I INVICID 131
150 AbSI{N,I)-AUI(MSI,NN_I) INVICID 132
165 LONTINUE INVICID 133
CALL IVECI INVICID 134
CALL DAMPP INVICID 1_5
C INVICID 130
C CORRECTOR STEP WITH FORWARD DIFFERENCING INVICID 137
C INVICID 138
DO 215 I-i,4 INVICID 13g
AUI(2_2_I;NXM4}-O.5,(AUI(2_2_I;NXM4)-DT(2_2;NXM4)_((AM(2,B_IINX_4)INVICID 140
I-AM(2,2,1;NX_4))+(AN(3_£,I;NXM4)-AN(2,2,1;NXM4)))) INVICID 141
IF(NSTRUT.EQ.O)G_ TO 215 INVICID 142
DU 120 N'I,NS INVICID 143
N_'N+NSI-I 1NVICID 144
A_I(MS1,NN, I)=O.5_(AU_I(N,I)-DT(MSI,NN_(AM(_iSI,NN+I,I)-AM(MSI,NN,INVICID 145
II)+ANS(N,I)-AN(M_I,NN, I_) INVlCIO 146
120 Cb._TINUE INVICID 147
_15 CONTINUE INVICID 148
CALL VEC2 INVICID i4g
24
APPENDIX A





If(ERRHX.LE.CRIT)GO TO 217 INVICID 155
IF(TiME.GT.TI_EL)GO TJ Z17 INVICID 156
LL-LI50 INVICID 157
LL-LL*5D INVICID 158




IF(EK_AVG.LE.CRITAVG) GO TO 217 INVICID 163
wRITE(6_510)L_ERR_X,ERRAVG INVICIO 164
510 FDRMAT(/'IOX_IL'I_I5plOXpIMAX. ERRDR'I_EIZ.5210Xs INVICID 165
I_kEAN SORT ERR_R-'JEI2.5) INVICID 166
LL-LILW INVICID 167
LL-LL*LW INVICID IbB
IF(LL.NE.L)GO TD 2ZO INVICID 169
217 CONTINUE INVICID 170
C_LL PPINT INVICID iTl
CALL SPILL(SWEEP) INVICID 172
IF(EkKAVG.LE.CRI[AVG) WRITE(6,6OO) INVICID 173
IF(ERKAVG.LE.CRITAVG) GO TO 218 INVICID 17_
IF(TI_E.GT.TIMEL) WRIFE(6,_IO) INVICID 175
IF(TIME.GT.TIMEL) GO TO 218 INVICID 176
If(ERRMX.LE.CRIT} WRITE(b,620) INVICIO 177
IF(ERRMX.LE.CRIT)GO TO 218 INVICIO 178
22C CJNTINUE INVICID 17g
L=L+I INVICID 100
IF(L.LE.LHAX)G_ TO i INVICID 181
L-L-I INVICID i82
WRITE(6p630) INVICID 183
218 CbNTINUE INVICID 184
REWIND LFO INVICID 185
wkITE(LFO,561) L,TIME INVICID 186
D5 300 N=I_NI INVICID 107
WRITE(LFO_560)(X(_tN|,Y(_IN)_U(_N)_V(MpN)sP(MsN|_T(_pN)_RO(M,NIt INVICID 168
ISH(M,N),H(M,N),VIST(M,N),_-I,MI) INVICID 189
300 CONTINUE INVICID 190
IF(NSTRUT.EO.O)GO TO 310 INVICID 191
WklTE(LFO_560)(XS(N)_YS(N)_US(N)_VS(N)_PS(N)_TS(N)_ROS(N)_SHSIN), INVICID ig2
IHS(N),VISS(N),N-I_NS) INVlCID 193
310 CUNTINbE . INVICID 19_
560 FORIAT(IX_ 2Fg.6_RFI2.5_FI4.5,FI3oS_FLI.5_FI_.5_FIS.b_FIO.6) INVICID 195
561 FOR_AT(IX_I6_2X_EIS.7) INVICID 196
600 FDR_AT(II_2OX,_PRDGRAM TERMINATED ON MEAN SORT ERROR CRITERIONS) INVICID 197
610 FORHAT(II_2OX_PROGRAM TERMINATED OH PHfSICAL TIME _ INVICID 198
1 'CONVERGENCE _RITERION') INVICID 199
620 FORHAT(//,RDX,_PRJGRA_ TERMINATED ON LOCAL ERROR CRITERION _) INVICID 200
630 FORMAI(/I_2OX_'PROGRA_ TERMINATED ON LMAX') INVICID 201
RETURN INVICID 20Z
END iNVICIO 203






i SH{61,55)_H(61,55),ROS|55),US(55),V_(55), _VISCP 7
2 P3(55)_TS(55)_SHS(5_)_HS(55) DVISCP 8
CDdQUNIF3/VISL(61_55}_VIST(bI_55)_VIS(O1,55)_VISS(55) DVISCP 9
CO_ONIF_ISIGX(bl,55),SIGY(61,55},TAUXY(bl,55)_QX(61,55), DVISCP i0






I XETA{61_55)_YETA(61P55)pAJ(61s55) DVISCP 15
CGMMONIF81XS(55),_S(55)_kSXIf55)_YSXI(55),XSETA(55)_ OVISCP 16
I YSETA(55)tAJS(55} DVISCP 17
CGMMON/Fg/INT(55)_TEI{55)tTEZ{55}pTE3(55),TE_(55) DVISCP 18
























IF(NSTRUT.EQ.O)GO TO 15 DVISCP _3
Db lO N-NSI_NS2 DVISCP 4_
AL{HS,N_3)-U(MSPI_N)-J(MS_N) DVISCP 45
Ab|MS,N,4)-V(MSPI,N)-V(MS,N) OVISCP 46
10 Ah{MS_N,2)-SH(1SPI,N)-SH(MS,N) DVISCP _7
15 CD_TINUE DVISCP _8
























20 A_S(N,2)-SHS(N)-SH(_SI,NN) DVISCP 73
0C 30 N-2_NS DVLSCP 7_
AbS{N,1)-US(N)-US(N-I) DVISCP 75
AbS{N,2)-VS(N)-VS(N-I) DVISCP 76





















QXS(IINS)- -VlS_(I;NS)IPR_AMS(I_31NS) DVISCP 9b
_Y_(IINS}- -VISS(IINS|$Pk_AMS(I,4INS) DVISCP 97
RETURN DVISCP 98
E_D DVISCP 9g
SUBROUTINE DVISCC DVISCC I
CSMdUNIFIINXMpNXMIsNXn2t_XK3sNX_4_NI_MIPNII_MII_NSI_NS2_NS, MS_MSI DVISCC 2




1 SH(_I_55)_H(61,55)_ROS(55)_US(55)_VS(55)_ DVISCC 7
2 PS(55),TS(55)_SHS(55),HS(55) DVISCC 8
CDMdOQ/FB/VISL(51,55),VIST(bI,55)_VIS(OI,55),VISS(55) DVISCC 9
CDM_ON/c4/SIGX(6I_55),SIGY(61_55|_TAbXY(bI_55)_QX(61,55)_ OVISCC I0




i XETA(b1_55)_YETA(_I_5)_AJ(OI_55) . DVISCC 15
COM,IOslFB/XS(55),YS(55),XSXI(55)_YSXI(bS),XSET.A(55), DVISCC 16
I YSETA(55),AJS(55) DVI_CC 17
CD_MO_IFg/INT{55),TEI(55),TE2(55|_TE3{55)_TE4(55) DVISCC 18















TEE(I_NI)-OBVGATHR(V(MII, IJ_X_)_INT(I;NIiITEIil;NI)) OVISCC 34








IF(NbTRUT.EQ.O)GO TO 15 uVISCC 43




10 A_(MSI_N,2)-SHS(NN)-SH(MSI,N) OVISCC 48























Ob 20 N-I_NS DVISCC 70
NN-_-I+NSI DVI_CC 71
AbS(h,3)-US{N)-U(MSI,_N) OVISCC 72
Ab_(N,4}-VS(N)-V(_S1, NN) DVISCC 73
20 AhS{N_2)=SHS{N)-SH(MSI_NN) DVISCC 7_
DD 30 N-1,NSM1 DVISCC 75
AbS(N,1)-US{N+I}-U_{N) DVISCC 76
AU_(N_2)-VS(N+I)-V_{N) DVISCC 77



















QXS(1;NS)- -VI.S_(IINS}IPR,AMS(1,3INS) DVISCC 97
OYS(I_NS)- -VISS(I;NSIIPR*A_S(I_NS) DV[_CC 98
RE[URN DVISCC 99
END DVlSCC I00




i SH{bI_55)_H(61_55)$R_S{55}_U5(55)_VS(bS)_ VECI 5
2 PS{55},TS(55),SHS(55)_HS(55) VECI 6
CDM_ONIF_ISIGX(61,55},SIGY(_I_55),TAUXY(bI_55)_QX(61_55|, VECI 7





i XETA(61,55)_YETA.(61,55),AJ{61,55) VECI 12
CGMMDN/FBIXS(55)_YS(55)_X_XI(55)_YSXI(bS}_XSETA(55|_ VECI 13
I YSETA(55),AJS(55) VECI 14
AN{ i_I,_I NXM)-RO( i_ lI_Xh) _H (1_i ;NXM)-P(I_ IINXM ) VEC1 15
Ab (i_l_ i;NXM )"RD (i_i_NXM )_U (i_i ;dXM ) VECI 16
AU (i_It2 ;NXM) "AU( l_it 1;NX_ )*U (I_ I;NXM)+S IGX (15 1;NXM) VECI 17






AN(I,I,2;NXM)-AN(I,I, LgNXM)_U(I,19NXM}+TAuXY(I,19NX_} VECI 22
Ah(I_I_31NXM)-AN(I_I,IINXH),V(I, IINXM)+SIGY{1,1INXM| VEC1 23
AN(I_I_4;NXM)'(AN(I_I,4INXM)+SIGY(1,1INXM))'V(1jlJNXM)+U(lplINXH) ¢EC1 2_
I_IAdXY(Ipl;NXM)+QY(I_I;hXM} VECI 25
uO 20 I=I_4 VECI 26
A_(I,I,IINX_)-YETA(I_IINXM)* AU(I,I, IINXM)-XETA(I,IINXM)_AN(I,I_IIVECI 27
INX_) VECI Z8
AN(i,lpl;NXM)--YXI(I#I;NXH}* AU(I_I,I;NXM)+XXI(I,I;NXM]*AN(I,I,I; VECI 29
INX_) VECI 30
















30 CONTINUE VECI 47
DU _0 I'1_4 VECI _8
DU 40 N'I_NS VECI 4g
Ah_(N,I)'YSETA(_)*AUS(N,I)-XSETA(N)_ANS(N_I) VECI 50
Ah$(N,I)=-YSXI(N)*AUS{N,I)+XSXI(N)*AhS(N,I} VEC1 91
_0 CONTINUE VECI 52





_0 CONTL_UE VECI 58
RETORh VECI 5g
EhO VECI 60
aU_ROuTINE IVECI IVECI i
CUM_ONIFIINXM, NXHI,NX_Z,NXM3,NXM_NI_dI_NII_MII_N_I_NS2_S_MS_HSI IVECI 2
I_hC aL_ NCWL i_NCWL2, NCWL M,;_CWLP,hS TRUT £VECE 3
C(]_nONI F21R_ (61_ 55 )_d(61_ _5) _V (61_55)_P(61_55)_T (61,551 • IVECI
1 _H(bI_55)_H(61_55;_ROSf55)_US(55}_VS(55)_ IVECI 5




I AETA(61,55)_YET_(bI_55)_AJ(61_55) IVECI i0
CD_NIFBIXS(55},YS(55)_XSXI(55),YSXI(55)_XSETA(55)_ IVECI ii
I Y_ETA(55),AJS(55) IVECI 12
Ab(l,l, I;NXM }=RO( I,l;hXh} _U( I,I;NXM) IVEC i 13
AO(I_I_ 21NXM)=AU(I_I, I;NXM) _U(I_ IINXM_+P(I_ IINX_) IVEC1 14
AU(I_I_3_NXM)=AU(I,I,IINXM)_V(I_IINXM) IVECI 15
AJ(I_I_;NXM)'AU(I_I,E;NX_)_H(/_I_NX_) IVECI 16




00 20 I=1,4 IVECI 21
AFI(I_I_I;NX_)=YETA(I_IIf_X_), AU(I_I_IINXM)-XETA(I_IINX_)_AN(I_I_IIIVECI 22
1NX_) IVECI 23
AN(I_I_IINXM)--YXI(I_I_NXM)* AU(I_I_IINXM)+XXI(L_I_NXM)_AN(I_I_I; IVECI 2_
INXH) IVECI 25

















30 CONTINUE ICECI 41
DO 40 I'1,4 IVECI 42
O£ 40 N'I,NS IVECI 43
AH_(N,I)'YSETA(N)*AUS(N,I)-XSETA(h)tANS(N,I) IVEC1 44
ANS(N,I)'-YSXI(N)*AUS(N, II+XSXI(N)*ANStN, I) [VECI 45
40 CONTINUE IVEC1 46





50 CONTINUE IVECI 52
RETURN IVECI 53
END IVECI 54
SUBROUTINE DAMPP DAMPP i
COMMONIFIINXM,NXMI,NXMZ, NXM3_NXM4,NI_MI, NII, HII, NSI, NSZ_NS, MS_NSI OAMPP 2





2 PS(55|_TS(55),SHS(Sb)_HS(55) DAflPP 8
COMIONIF41SIGX(61,55)_SIGY(6L_55)_TAUXY(bI_SD),QX(61,55), DAMPP 9
i QY(bI_55)_SIGXS(55|_IGYS(bS)_TAUXYS{bS)_QXS(55),QyS(55| DAMPP i0
COMMONIF51AU(bl,55,4),A_{bl,55_4)_AN(bI_55_4),AUI(61_55,4) DAMPP ii
COM_DNIF71X(61,55)_Y(bI_55}_XXI(bI_55)_YXI(bI_55)_ DAMPP 12
i XETA(61_55),YETA(61_55},AJ(61_55) OAMPP 13
CDMMONIFlOIDT(61_55),DTM OAMPP 14
CDMMONIFI21LSYM_NFLOW_LFI_LFD_ILT_LMAX_LW_LEXIT,CRIT_FDT_FDTL_ DAMPP 15
i TIME,CCP,CCT, L,LK, TI_EL,CRITAVG DAMPP 16














QY(Z,21NXM4)-T(3_ZINXM4)-Z._T(2_ZINX_4|+T(I, ZIhXM4) DAMPP 31
QY(_ZINXM4)-VABS(QY(Z,2INX_4)_QY{Z,2I_XM4}) DA_PP 32
SIGY(Z_2INXM4)- QX(Z,2;NXM4)$(SIGY(2,2;NXM4)_CCPI OAMPP 33
I(P(3_Z_NXM4)+Z._P(2,2$NX_4)+P(1,2$NXM4)|.QY(2, ZINXM4)_CCTI( DAMPP 34
2 T(3_2INXM4)+2.¢T(2,2;NX_4)+T(I_29hXM4|)} DAMPP 35
IF(NSTRUT.EO.O)GO TO 35 DAMPP 36
00 30 N=NSI,NS2 DAMPP 37
NN-N-NSI+I DAMPP 3U
SIGY(MSI,N}'QX(HSI_N)_(A_S(PS(NN)-2._P(_SI_N)+p(MS2_N))_CCp/{PS(NNOAMpp 39




30 CONTINUE DAMPP 42
35 CONTINUE DAMPP 43
DL i00 I-I,4 OAMPP 44
QX(Z,2;NXM4)-SIGX(Z,2INXM4)_(AU(2,2_I}_XM4)-AU(2_I,I_NXM4)) DAMPP 45
QY(2,21NXM4)=SIGYIZ,2INXM4}*IAU(2,2_I3N_M4)-AU{I_2_IINX_4)} DAMPP 46




10 QY{_I,N)'O. DAMPP 51
IF(NST_UT.EQ.O)GO TO 25 OAMPP 52
DO 20 N-NSI,NS2 DAMPP 53
QX{_S_N)=O. DAMPP 54
20 QY(MS,N)=O. DAMPP 55
25 CONTINUE DAMPP 56
AM(2t2sI_NXM4)-A_(2_2_I_NXh4)-QX(212;NXM4|IXXI(2s2_NXM4) OAMPP 57
Ah(2t2plINXY4)=AN(ZtZ, I;NXM4)-QY(2#Z;NXM4)/YETA(2p21NXM4) DAMPP 58
i00 COaTINUE OAMPP 5g
RETURN DAMPP 60
END DAMPP 61
Sb6ROUTINE DAMPC DAMPC 1
CO_ONIFIINXM_NX41_mX_ZpNX_3sNXM4,NI_MI_Nllt_IIpN_IpNS2,N_,MS,MSE DAMPC 2
I,NC_L,NCWLI,NCWL2,NCWLM_NCwLP_NSTRUT OAMPC 3
CGM_IONIFAIIMIZpMI3tN12,NI3,NXMS_NXM6sMS2_MS3_MS4,MSPI,MSP2, MSP3 OA_PC 4
I_NSQI_NSIPI_NS2MI_NSInE_NS2PI_NNa_NSIM2,NXM? OAMPC 5
CO_ONIF21RO(61,55}_U(61,55)_V(bI_55)_P(61_55)_T(61#55)_ DAMPC 6
i SH(61,55)_H(6I_55)_ROS(55),US{55),VS{55)_ DAMPC 7
2 PS{55)_TS(55)_SHS(55)_HS(55) DAMPC 8
COMMO_IF41SIGX(bl,55)_SIGY{bI_551_TAUXY{bI,55}_QX(61_55}, DAMPC q
I QY(61_55)_SIGXS(55)_SIGYS(55),TAUXYS(55)_QXS{55)_QYS(55) DAMPC lO
CO_O_lF51AU(61_55_4)_AM(bI_55_4)_AN(61,95,4),AUI(61,55,4) OAMPC 11
C_MflONIF61AUS(55_4),AMS(55,4),A_ |55,4),AUSI(55_4) O_flPC 12
CDM_ONIFTIX{61_55)_Y{61,55),XXI(61_55},YXI{61_55)_ DAMPC 13
i XETA(61,55}_YETA(61,55},AJ{61_55) DAMPC 14
COMMDNIEIOIDT(bI_55)_OTM DA_PC 15
CGMMOQ/F121LSYS,QFLOW, LEI,LFO,ILT,LMAX,LW,LEXIT,CRIT,FDT,FDTL, DAMPC 16
1 TIQE,CCP,CCT, L,LK_TIMEL,CRITAVG DAMPC 17
















SIGY(2_21NXM4)- QX(Z_Z_NXM4)*{SIGY(Z_21NXM4)_CCP/ DAMPC 34
I[P[3_Z_NX_4)+2._P(Z_Z_NX_4)+P(I_2INXM4))+QY(2_Z_NXM4]*CCTI( DAMPC 35
2 I(3_ZINXM4)+2._T(Z_Z;NX_4}+T(I_2;NXM4))) DAMPC 36
IF[NSTRUT.EQ.O)GO TO 35 DAMPC 37





30 CONTINUE DAMPC 43
35 COaTINUE DAMPC 44





DD I0 N-2,NII DA_PC 4B
oX(L,N)-O. DAMPC 49
OX(MI, N)-O. DAMPC 50
QY(I,N)-O. DAMPC 51
IO QY(MI,N)-O. DAMPC 52
IF{NSTRUT.EQ.O)GD TO 25 DAMPC 53
DD 20 N-NSI_NS2 DA_PC 54
NN-N-NSI+I DAMPC 55
_Y(_SI,N)-SIGY(MSI,N)_(AUS(NN, I)-AU(_SI,N,I)) DAMPC 56
QX(_S,N)-O. DA_PC 57
20 wY(d_,N)'O. DAMPC 58
25 CONTINUE DAMPC 59
AM(2_2,1;NXM4)'A_(2_ZpI_NXM4}-_X(Zt2;NXM4)/XXI(212INXH4) DAMPC 60
AN(2p2,13NXM4)=AN(Z,Z,IjNXM4)-QY(2sZINXM4)IYETA(2,21NXM4) DAMPC bl
100 C_NTINUF DAHPC 62
RETURN DAMPC 63
END OAMPC 64
SU3ROuTINE VEC2 VEC2 I
CU_DNIFIINXM, NXHI_XH2_NXM3tNXH4_NI_MIpNII, MIIsNSI_NS2pNSpMSIMSI VEC2 2
I,NCWL, NCWLI,NCWL2,NCWLM_N_WLP_NSTRUT VEC2 3
CO_UNIF21RO(61_55)sU(61,55)_V(61_55)_P(61,55),T(_I,55), VEC2 4
i SH(61,55)_H(BI_55),RJS(55)_US(55)_V5(55), VEC2 5
2 P_(55)tTS(55),SHS(55)_HS(55) VEC2 0
C_GNI_41_IGX(61,55)_SIGY(blI55)_TAUXY(bl,55)_QX(61_55), VEC2 7
I QY(bI_55)_SIGXS(55),_IG_S(55)_TAUXY_(95)_XS(55|,QYS(55) VEC2 8
CUMMONIF5/AU(bl,55,4),AM(bl,55,4|_AN(61_55,4)_AUI(61_55,4| VEC2 9
CD_QUNIFTIX(61,55)_Y(OI,55),XXI(bI_55)_YXL(61_55)_ VEC2 10
i XETA(61_55)_YET_(61_55)_AJ(61_55) VEC2 Ii













SUBRUuTINE BOUND BOUND 1





I SH(61,55),H(61,55)_ROS(55),US(55}_VS(55)_ BOUND 7
2 PS(55)_TS(55),SHSI55)_HS(55) BOUND 8
CD_UNIF31VISL(bI_55),VIST(bI#55)_VIS(bl,55),VISS(55) BOUND 9
CDM_DNIFTIX(61,55)_Y(_1_55)_XXI(bl_55)_YXI(61_55)_ BOUND 10
I XETA(bl,55),YETA(bI,b5),AJ(bI_55) BOUND ii
COd_GN/FB/XS(55),YS(55),XSXI(55}_YSXI(55),XSETA(_5)_ BOUND 12
1 YSETA(55),_JS(55) BOUND 13
CDHMUNIFg/INT(55),TEI(55),IE2(55)_TE3(55}_TE4(55) BOUND 14
COMMDN/FlO/DT(61,55),_TM BOUND 15
CDH_ONIFIa/LSYM, NFLOW, LFI,LFO,ILI,LMAX,LW,LEXIT,CRIT,FD[,FDTL, BOUND 16
1TIME_CCP,CCT, L,LK, TIHEL,CRITAVG BOUND 17


















IF(NSTRbT.EQ.O)GO TO 15 BOUND 34







IO H(MS_N)'SH(MSPI_N) BOUND k2








_0 HS{N)-SHS(N) BOUND 51
15 CONTINUE BOUND 5Z







25 H(I_N)-H(2jN) BOUND 60
IF(LSY_.EQ.O)GO TO 55 BOUND 61
DO bO N=2,N11 BOUND 62
V[IpN}-O. BOUND 63
60 H(I,N)-SH(I,N)+U(I,N)*UII,N}I2. BOUND 64
55 CONTINUE BOUND 65
C COWL PLATE OR SENTER STRdT aTAkT3 FROM N=NCWLI AND ENDS AT NC_L2. BOUND 66
IF(NCWL.EQ.O)GO TO 35 BOUND 67
O0 30 N-NCWLI,_CWLZ BOUND 68
H(I,N)=SH(I,N) BOUND 69
U(I_N)=O, BOUND 70
30 V(I_N)=O. BOUND 71
35 CONTINUE BOUND 72
IF(LEXIT°EQ.O)G3 TO 36 BOUND 73
U(I,NIjMI)'2.*U(I,NII_hl;-U(I_NI2$MI} BOUND 74
VII2NIJMI]=2.*V(I,NII;MI)-V(I_NI23MI| BOUND 75
_(I_NIIMI)-2._ P(I,NII;MI)- P(I_NI2;MI) BOUND 76
SH(I_NI;MI)-2.*SH(I,NII;MI)-SH(I,N12_MI) BOUND 77
GD TO 37 BOUND 7B





37 CONTINUE BOUND 84
T(1,_IIMI)-SH(I,NIIMI}ICP BOUND 85




IF(II.EQ.NXM)G_ TJ 50 BOUND 90
,FITE(6_5OO}L BOUND 91
_OO FOR_Ar(I_2X_NEGATIVE TEMPERATURE IN THE FIELD_,ISX, BOUND 92
I 'NO. OF ITERATIDNS-.,IS) BOUND 93




DO 40 MM=l,_l BJUND q6
_=al-_M+l BOUND 97
WFITE(b,SbO)Y(H,_),U(_,N),V(_,N),P(m,N),T(M,N)#H(M#N)pVIST(H#N)BOUND 98
_0 CCNTINUE BOUND g9
IF(NSTRUT.EQ.O)G3 TO 4D BOUND i00
WFITE(6,570) BOUND lOl
wRITE(b_560)(YS(_)_US(N),VS(Ni_PS(N)IT_(N)tHS(N)_VIS_(N)_N-ItNS) BOUND 102
_5 CONTINUE BOUND 103
LK= 2 BOUND 104
RETURN BOUND i05
50 CONTINUE BOUND I06
550 FOR_AT(I,8X, tYIpIOA_IUt_IOX_ tVI_llX,'PI,llXp mTttl2X_I HItlOX_ BJUND 107
I_I31t,IOX, tBODY STATION=i_IB, SXpIX-I,FIO.5) BOUND IOB
560 FOR_AT(2X,F12.5, FlZ.5,FIZ.5_FI3.4_FI2.9,2F15.5) BOUND I09









SUBROUTINE IBOUND I_OUND I





I 5H(bI_55)_H(SI_55)_ROS(55)_US(55)_VS{55)* I_OUND 7
Z PS(55),TS(55)_SH_(55),HS(55) IBOUND 8
CO_ONIF_ISIGX(51_55),SIGY(bI,55),TAUXY(bI,55)_QX(bI_55)_ IBOUND 9
I Q_(51_55)_SIGXS(55),_IGYS(55)_TAUXYS(55),QXS(55)_QYS(55) IBOUND I0
COMMONIF51AU(61_55_)_AM(OI_55_@)_AN(bI_55_)_AUI(bI_55_) IBOUND ii
CO,iMONIFblAUS(55_)_A_S(55_)*ANS(55_@)_AUSI(55*4) IBOUND 12
Cb_G_IF71X(51,55),Y(bI_55)_XXI(bl,55),YXI{bl, 55)_ IBOUND 13
I XETA(51_55)_YETA(51_55)_AJ(61_55) IBOUND 14
CuMQONIFB/XS(55)_YS(55|_X_AI(55)_YSXI(55),XSETA(55)_ I@OUND 15
i Y_ETA(55)_AJS(55) IBOUND ib
CUd_UNIFI21LSY_tNFLOW_LFI_LFO_ILT_L_AX_LW_LEXIT_CRIT_FDT_FD_L_ IBOUND 17
i TL_E_CCP_CCT_L,LK,TI_EL,CRITAVG IBOUND 18
COMMONIF131G_MA,RGAS_CP_PR, PRT_CVIS,FM_PF_TF_UF, ROF_SHF,HF IBOUND 19
Ob _ N=Z_NII IBOUND ZO
RO(I,N)-RD(2,N) IBOUND 21
P(I,N)- P(2,N) IBOUND 22
T(I,N)- T(2_N) IBOOND 23






5 V(I,N)=CDNI*U(1,N) IBOUND 30
DU 20 N-2,NII IBOUND 31
RO(MI_N)=RO(MII_N) IBOUND 3Z
SH(MI_N)-SH(MII_N) IBOUNO 33
P(QI,N)- P(MI1,N) IBOUND 3_
T(_I,N)- T(MII,N) IBOUND 35





20 V(MI,N)-CONI*U(MI_N} IBObND _I
IF(LSYM.EQ.I)GO TO 50 IBOUND _2
IF(NCWL.EQ.O)G3 TO 62 IBOUND 43
IF(NCWLI.LE.2.AND.NCWL2.GE.NIL)GO TO 50 IBOUND _4







































iFILExIT.EO.OI GJ TO 36
UI J., Nli M1 I - Z•• \J( 11 N11; Mll-U I 1, N1Z i I'll l
Vl1,NljMll-2.*Vl1,N11jM1l-Vl1,N1ZjM1)
SHI1,N1JMl)-Z.*SH(1,N11iM1)-$Hl1,N1ZjM1)















500 FLJRMATI/,ZX,'NEGATIVE TEHPEKATURE IN THE FIELO',15X,

































































































































































llliJDY STATIONa l ,I3,5X, 'Xa',FIO.5)
FO~MAI(2X,F12.5,F12.5,F12.5,F13.4,F12.5,F15.5)



























































ELJY VISCOSITY MODEL TAKEN FROM AIAA PAPER NO. 78-257 BY BALDwIN








































































































































































NSTR EQUAL TO 1 FOR THE REGION wHERE LONER SURFACE uF THE STRUT
FU~M~ THE UPPER WALL OF THE DOMAIN IN wHICH EDDY VISCOSITY IS

































SOMETIMES CALCULATIONS uF FYMAX MAY REQuIRE SOME ATTENTION DUE
TO MGKE THAN O~E MAXI~A uCCuRI~G I~ FU~CTI0N FY.
FY~AX-FYCNNY2~1)






































































































































































































SO~ETIMFS CALCULATIONS uF FYMAX MAY REQUIRE SOME ATTENTIJIi DUE
TL ~ORF THAN ONF MAXIMA OCCURING Iii FUNCTION FY.
FY~A~-FY(NNY1P1)












































































































































































2 PS(55),TS(55),SHS(55),HS(55) IMPY 8
_DM_ONIF31VlSL(61,55)_VIST(61p55)_VIS(61,55),VISS{55) IMPY q
COMMONIF41SIGX(61,55)tSIGY(bI_55)ITAUXY(bI_55)_QX(bls55), IMPY i0




1 XETA(61p55)_YETA(61s55)_AJ(61s55) IMPY 15
CD_MO_IFSIXS(55),YS(55),XSXI(55),YSXI(55),XSETA(55}, IMPY 16

























15 CONTINUE IMPY 42
NIM-NIM+I IMPY _3
DO EO N-NNI_NN2 IMPY _
DO 10 M-2_MII IMPY _5
M_-(I-IADD)_M+IADD_(MEI+2-_) IMPY _6
IF{SEGY(MM_N).LT.O.)GO TO 10 IMPY q7
VV-V(MM,4) IMPY _8
CC-QX(MM,N) IMPY 4g




IF(IADD.EQ.O)GD TO 30 IMPY 5_
IF(4_.NE.WII)GO TO 20 IMPY 55
DO II0 I-1_ IMPY 5_
110 OAJ(_II_N_I)-DAU(MI1, N,I)+BDAU(N,I)$QY(MI,N| IMPY 57
GO TO 20 I_PY 5B
30 CONTIhUE IMPY 5g
IF(MM.NE,2)GO T3 20 IMPY 60
DO 130 I'l_ IMPY 61
230 DAO(2,N,I)-DAU(2,N,I)+BDAU{N,I)_Y(I,N) IMPY 6Z






VIS1-TAUXY(MM, N)+ABS(XXI)I(GMI_RRIGAMA)*CCIMFY IMPY 69
D_I-AMAXI((VISI.AM(MH, N_I)),O.) IMPY 70
Ob3-AMAXI((VISI+A_(MM, N,2)),O.) IMPY 71





























IF(NIMoEQ.I)GD TO 15 IMPY 99
Db 5 N-NSI_N_2 IMPY i00
Nh-N-NSI+I IMPY 101
5 QYS|N)-DT_/YSETA(NN) IMPY 102
DB 40 N-NS1,NS2 I_PY 103
DO 45 M-2,MSI INPY 104
MM-|I-IADD)*M+IADD*(M_I+2-M) I_PY 105







IF(IADD.EQ.O)GO [0 b5 I_PY 113
IF(_.NE.MSI}G] T] 60 IMPY I14
DD ?C I'1_4 IMPY 115
70 UAO(MSI,N,I}'DAU(MSI,_I,I)+BOAQS(a,I}_Qy_(N) IQPY 116
GL _0 60 IMPY 117
65 CONTINUE IMPY 118
IF(MM.NE.2}GO TD 60 [MPY I19
DO 75 I-i,4 IMPY 120
75 DAd{2_N_I)'DAU(2_N_I)+BDAU(_I_QY{I_N) I_PY 121







DDI-AMAXI((VISI+A_(MM, N,I}),O.) IMPY 129
OD3-AMAXI((VISI+AM(nM, N,2)),O.| IMPY 130









DAd(Mn, N,4)-ALP_DR+RR_UUCYY2+.5*|VV_(YY3-YY4)/CC+{yy3+yy4)IGMI| IMPY 140















45 CONTINUE IMPY 154
Ou 50 11-I1SPl,fo111 IMPY 155
MM-(1-IAOD,*M+IADO*lMl1+MSPl-M) II1PY 156




RCCSO-l./ lce*ce) II1PY 161
UU-UlMM,NI IMPY 162
Rk-ROl MM, N) II1PY 163
IFllADO.EO.O)GO TO 85 IMPY 164
IFlMI1.NF.~11)GD T~ 80 IMPY 165
DO 90 1-1,4 II1PY 166
90 DAUlM11,N,I)-DAUlM11,N,I)+BDA~lN,I)*CYlM1,N) II1PY 167
GO TO 80 I11PY 168
85 CO,HINIJE II1PY 169
If(I1I1.NE.I1SPllGJ TO 80 1I1PY 170
DO 95 1-1,4 1l1PY 171
95 DAUlMSP1,N,I)-OAUl~~Pl,N,I)+BDAUSlN,II*QYlMS,N) IMPY 172










YYl-XXlI n.+001l IMPY 183
YVZ-XXZ/ll.+00l) IHPY 184



















1 l Zl3+LZ4) IGMll II'IPY Z04
50 CuNTlI'lUE IMPY Z05
40 CONTINUE IHPY 206
RE TURN IMPY 207
END IMPY 208








Z SH(61P55)tH(6IP55)tR_S{55)tUb(55)tVS(55)# VECIM2 7
2 PS(55)JTS(55)pSHSI55),HS(55) VECIM2 8
COM_ONIF3/VISL(bIp55),VLST(bII55)tVIS(bI255),VISS(55} VECIM2 9
CUMMUNIF4/SIGX(blp55)_SIGY(bls55),TAUXY(bI_55)_QX{bl,55)_ VECIQ2 i0




i XETA(6I_55)_YETA(bI_55)_Aj{61,55) VECIH2 I5
COMMDN/FSIXS(55),YS(55),XSXI(55),YSXI(55),XSETA(55), VECI_2 16








IF(IADD.EQ.I)GD TO 10 VECIM2 26
K-HI VECIM2 27
GD TO 20 VECIM2 28
i0 K-I VECIM2 29






IF(aSTRUT.EQ.O)GJ TO 30 VECIR2 3b
C VECIMZ 37
C THE SUBROUTINE ASSU_E_ U-V-O CONDITIONS ON THE VECIQ2 38
C STRUT SURFACE. VECIM2 39
C VECIM2 40
IF(IA_D.EQ.1)G3 T_ 15 VECIM2 41




Ib ANS(N_3)-VISS(NN) VEC_2 46
GO TO 30 VECIM2 47
15 CONTINUE VECIH2 48
DD 17 N-NSI,NS2 VECIM2 49
ANS{N,1}mRO(MS,N) VECIM2 50
AhS(N_2)mT{MS,N) VECIM2 51
17 ANS(N_3)mVIS(MS_N) VECIM2 52









C *__*_*_**_*_*** VECIM2 63
CALL _DUND VECIM2 64
C ************************* VECIM2 65














XX3-CC*(AMS(N, 3)-TI{N,3)*AMS(N,I))+DP V'ECIM2 7B
XX4--XX3+2.*DP VECIHZ 7g















BDAU(N_3)=TI(N_3)tBDAU(N_I)+Ay 2 VECIM2 95
BDAd(N_4).ALP,BDAU(N21}+TI(N_I)*TI(Np2)*YY2+TI(N_3)*AY2+AYIIG_I VECIM2 96
40 CONTINUE VECIM2 97
IF(NSTRUT.EQ.O)RETURN VECIH2 98
IF(IADD.EQ.1)GO TD 55 VECIM2 g9




50 TE3(N}-YSETA(NN) VECIMZ I04
GD TO 50 VECIM2 105
55 CO_TINbE VECIM2 LOb
DO 56 N-NSI,NS2 VECIM2 107
TEL(N)=RO(MS_N ) VECIMZ 108
TEZ(N)-T(MS,N) VECI_2 109
56 TE3(NI-YETA(MS,N) VECIM2 110
bO CONTINUE VECIMZ IIi








I)_BDAUS(N,4 ) VECIM2 120
BDAJ_(N_4)=TI(N_2)_BDAU3_N_4 ) VECIM2 121
65 CONTINUE VECIM2 122
C ************************* VECIM2 123
REfURN VECIM2 124
END VECIM2 125




E, NS_I_NSIPI_SZHE,NSImE,hSZPI,_NS,NSI_Z,N×_7 SPILL 5
COH_ONIF21RO(bI_55)_U(61_55)_V(61_55)_P(bI_Sb)_T(61_55)_ SPILL 6
I SH(61_55)_H(bl_55}_ROS(55)_U_(55)_VS(55)_ SPILL 7




1 XETA(bl,55)_YETA(61_55),AJ(61,55} SPILL 12
CUdMGNIFBIXS(55)_YS(55)_XSXI(55)_YSXI(55)_XSETA(55)_ SPILL 13
I YSETA(55},AJS(55) SPILL 14
43
APPENDIX A
COMMONIF!21LSYM, NFLOW, LFIILFO, ILT_LMAX_LW_LEXIT, CRIT, FDT,FDTLs SPILL 15
1 TIME_CCPpCCT_LpLK_TIMEL,CRITAVG SPILL 16
COM'4ONIFI31GAMA,RGAS,CP_PRsPRTtCVIS_FMtPF,TFtUF_ROF,SHF,HF SPILL 17
01MENSIDN XP(B1p55},b3P(bl,55)_USTI(55}tUSPI(55) SPILL 18





FM5" FMICTHESW SPILL 24
XP(1,1INXH}-X(I,I;NXH)IC[HESW SPILL 25
VT'FhS_SQRT(GAMA*RGAS*TF)¢STHESW¢CTHESW SPILL 26
UST(I, IINXM)-VT SPILL 27
USTI(IINS)-VT SPILL 2b
IF(NFLOW.EQ.O)GD TU 35 SPILL 29
QX(I,IINXM}=VABS(U(I,L;NXM);QX(I,13NXM)) SPILL 30
C SPILL 31
C IN _iI2-Ml-12p 12 IS AN ARBITRARY NUMBER. WHAT ll MEANS IS THAT SPILL 32
C _IRST 12 POINTS LIE I_ THE d.L.PROFILE. THIS IS REQUIRED TO PUT SPILL 33
C VISCuUS EFFECTS ON THE INVI_CID COMPLNENT VT. NUMBER 12 MAY SPILL 34
C NEED TO BE CHANGED FOR CERTAIN CALCULATIONs. SPILL 35
C SPILL 3b
MII2"MI-12 SPILL 37
O_ 30 N'I,NI SPILL 38
Db 30 M=MII2,MI SPILL 39
30 UST(M_N)'VTSQX(M,N}IQXi_II2,N) SPILL 40
IF(NSTRUT.EQ.O)GO TO 45 SPILL 41
QXS(IINS)-VABS(US(IIN3);UxS(1;NS|) SPILL 42
M_LI-MS+II SPILL 43
DO 40 N'NSI,NS2 SPILL 44
UO 40 M-MS,MSII SPILL 45
40 UST(M,N)-VT*QX(H,N)IQX(_SII,N) SPILL 46
M_IO-MS-IO SPILL 47
OD 50 N=NSI,NS2 SPILL 48
NN=N-NSI+I SPILL 49
_0 50 M=MSIO_MSI _PILL 50
QYS(NN)-OX(MSlO_) SPILL 51
50 UST(h,N)'VT*QX(M,N)IQX(MSIO,N) SPILL 52
USTIiZ_NS}-VT*QXS(I_N_)IQYS(Z_NS) SPILL 53
USPI(IINSi'USTI(IINS|-US(I;NS)_STHESW SPILL 54
45 CONTINUE SPILL 55
IF(_C,L.EQ.O)G3 TO 35 SPILL 50
DU 55 N-NCWLI,NCWL2 SPILL 57
Ou _5 M-I,12 SPILL 58
b5 UST(M,N)-VT_QX(M,N)IQX(12_N| SPILL 59
35 CONTINUE SPILL mO




DO 275 N-I,NSM SPILL b5
DO 275 M-2,_I SPILL 66
FHASS(N)-F_ASS(N)+(RO(M-I,h}*USP(M-I,N)+RO(M_N}_U_p(_,N))_(y(M,N)_SPILL 67
ZY(M-I,N})I2. SPILL 6B
27_ CONTINUE SPILL 09
IF(NSTQUT.EQ.O)GO TO 290 SPILL 70
DU ZBG N-NS2PI_N1 _PILL 71
DO 280 M=2,MI SPILL 72
FMASS(N}=FMASS(N)+(RO(H-I,N)*USP(M-I,N|+RO(M_N),USP(M_N)},(y(M,N)_SPILL 73
1Y(M-I,N))I2, SPILL 74
280 COATINUE SPILL 75
DO 250 N=NSI_NS2 SPILL 7b
DO 255 M'2_MSI SPILL 77
F_AS_(N)'FMASS(N)+(RO(M-I,N)_USP(M-I,N|+RD(M,N)_U_p(_,N}|$(y{M,N)-SPILL 78
1Y(M-1,N))I2. SPILL 79
25b CGNTINUE SPILL BO









250 CONTINUE SPILL 88
290 CONTINUE SPILL 8q
FP.AST(1)-FMASS(1) SPILL 90
DO 285 N-2_NI SPILL gl
FMAST(N).FMAST(_-I).(FMASS(N)+FMA_S(N-I))*(XF(ItN)-XP{I_N-I)|/2' SPILL 92
289 CONTINUE SPILL 93
WRITE(5,3OO)(N_XP(IpN},FMASS(N)pF_AST(N_pN=I_NI) SPILL q4
300 FCRHAT{IOX_IBDDY STATION ND.'I_I4_3X_IXP'IIFIO.6t 3xPILDCAL MASS SPSPILL 95
IILLED. I_FIO.5,3X_tTOTAL HAS3 SPILLED UPIO XP'ItFIO.5) SPILL 96
QX(1,E;NXM)=p(1,1INXM)IP(1,1 ) SPILL 97
WRITE&6,805) SPILL q8
WK[TE(6tBIO)(NpXP(1,N)_QX(I_N)_QX(MIsN)_N'I_NI) SPILL g9
805 FDR_AT(//I_SX, e_IpI6XpIXPIp21XItCENTER LINE PR. RATIOI_ SPILL lOG
IZOX, ISIDEWALL PR. RATIDI,/) SPILL I01
810 FOR_AT(4X_I3_TX_FI3.5_2OXIFIS.4s2OX#FIS.4} SPILL 102
IF(_STRUT.EQ.O)GO TO 20 SPILL 103
QX$(_SI;NS)'PS(IINS)/P(I,I) SPILL i04
WRLTE(6,806) SPILL 105
WRITE(6tBIO)(N,XP(MStN)t_A(hSIN)p_XS(N),N'NS1, NS2) SPILL 106
20 CONTINUE SPILL 107
806 FORMAT(///_SX_N_IbX_XP_IbX_eSTRUT UPPER SURFACE PR. RATIO_* SPILL 108
IIOX,_STRUT LOWER SURFACE PR. RATIG_,/) SPILL I09
RETURN SPILL Ii0
END SPILL iii
SUBROUTINE PRINT PRINT 1
dlT BI PRINT 2





I 5H(bl_55)_H(61_55)_ROS(55)_US(55)_VS(55)_ PRINT 8
2 FS(55)_TS(55)_SHS{55)_HS(55} PRINT g
COMMONIF31VlSL(61,55)_VIST(bI_55)_VIS(bI_55)_VISS(55) PRINT i0
COHHONIFTIX(bI_55)_Y(Ol,55)_XXI(61_55),YXI(61_55)_ PRINT 11
1 XETA(61,55),YETA(bI,55),AJ(bl,55) PRINT 12
CD_DNIFBIXS(55),YS(55),XSXi(55),YSXI(55),XSETA(55}_ PRINT 13
I YSETA(55)_AJS(55) PRINT i_
COH_UNIFIIIERRD(bI_55)_BL(bz_55) PRINT 15
COMMONIFI21LSYQ_NFLOWtLFI_LFO_ILT_LMAX_LW_LEXIT_CRIT_FDT_FDTL_ PRINT 16
I TEME,CCP,CCT,L,LK,TI_EL,CRITAVG PRINT 17
CU_HUNIFI31GAMA,RGAS,CP_PR_PRT_CVIS_FM, PF_TF_UF_EOF_SHF_HF PRINT 18
_RITE(b_5OO)L_FIHE_TIMEL PRINT ig
WRITE(6_505) CCP_CCT_PDT_FDTL PRINT 20
WRITE(6_SIO) CRIT_CRITAVG_LEXIT PRINT ZE
D5 Z50 N-I,NI PRINT Z2
WRITE(b_5_5)N PRINT Z3
WRITE(6,550) PRINT Z_




250 C_NTINUE PRINT 29




255 CONTINUE PRINT 3_
ERRJ(I_I;NX_)-RD(I_I;hXM)*U(E_I;NX_) PRINT 3_
00 265 N-I,NI PRINT 36
F_ASS-O. PRINT 37
IF(NSTRUT.EQoO)GO TO 261 PRINT 38




DO 263 M-Z,MSI PRINT 41
263 F._ASS'FMASS+(ERRD(M,N)+ERRO(M-I,N}}I2._(y{M#N)-y(M-ImN)) PRINT 42
FMASS'FMASS+(ERRO(MSI,N)+RSS(NN}_bS(NN})/2.#(YS(NN}-Y(MSI,N}} PRINT 43
_0 262 Z'MSPI,MI PRINT 44
262 FMASS'FMASS+(ERRD(M,A)+ERRJ(M-I,N))/Z._{y(M#N)-y(M_I_N}} PRINT 45
GU TO 264 PRINT 46
261 CUATINUE PRINT 47
DO 260 M=2tMI PRINT 46
260 FdAS_'FMASS+(ERRO(MpN)+ERRO(H-I,_))I2.,(y(MtN)-y(M-I,N|) PRINT 49
264 CONTINUE PRINT 50
wRITE(6pTOO)N_X(IpN),FMASS PRINT 51
265 CONTINUE PRINT 52
500 FURMAT(I,2X31NO. ]r ITEkATION5 =t,IS,2X_tTIME =I_ElS.7s PRINT 53
i 2X'ITIME LIMIT'I_EID'7) PRINT 54
505 FORMAT(I,IOX, IC_p=I,FS.4,10X,ICCT=I,F_.4,10X,IFDT=I,FS.4110X, PRINT 55
i IFDTL-I,FS.4,1} PRINT 56
510 FDRMAT(I,IX, tLOCAL ERROK CRITERION=I_FIO.5#SX_ PRINT 97
i IAVERAGE ERROR CRiTERION=t_FII.?_SX_ PRINT 58
I 'gRDEQ OF EXTRAPOLATION AT OUTFLOW =',I2) PRINT 59
545 FORHAT(I,IOX,IB3Df STATION NO.==,I3,1} PRINT 60
550 FORMAT(I,6X,.XI,QX, tY.,IIX,.UIJ12X, IV.,IZX_sPI,12X,IToIIOX_tROt, PRINT 61
/13X'ISHt_IIX_¢ISTt'SX_ERRU_) PRINT 62
560 FORMAT(IX, 2FO._,2FI2.5_FI4.5,FI3.5, FII°5_FI4.5_FIS.6_FIO.6} PRINT 63
570 FORMAT(/_SX_=XSt_X,_YS_,IOX,_US_,IIX,_VSt,IIX,_PS_,IIX,_TSt,IOX, PRINT 64
I_R_#IIX_tSHSt_IIX#_HS_gX_VISSt) PRINT 65
700 FURMAT(I,IOX_BODY STATIJh NO.-=_I3#IOX_tX(METERS|._#FQ.5_IOX_ PRINT 06





EXAMPLES OF GEOMETRIES AND ASSOCIATED PARAMETERS
NonsMnmetri c Problems





A: N = I, M = i N1 = 61
B: N = I, M = M1 M1 = 51
B': N = 2, M = M1 SWEEP = 0
C: N = NI, M = M1 NSTRUT = 0
D: N = NI, M = I LSYM = 0
NCWL = 0







A: N = I, M = i N1 = 61
B: N = I, M = M1 M1 = 51
B': N = 2, M = M1 SWEEP = 0
C: N = NI, M = M1 NSTRUT = 0
D: N = NI, M = 1 LSYM = 0
E: N = 31, M = I NCWL = 1
NCWLI = 31
NCWL2 = Nl













A: N = l, M = I N1 = 61
B: N = I, M = M1 M1 = 51
B': N = 2, M = Ml SWEEP = 0
C: N = NI, M = M1 NSTRUT = 0
D: N = NI, M = I LSYM = 0
E: N = 41, M = 1 NCWL = 1
F: N = 21, M = I NCWLI = 21
NCWL2 = 41






A: N = I, M = 1 N1 = 61
B: N = i, M = M1 M1 = 51
B': N = 2, M = M1 SWEEP = 0
C: N = NI, M = M1 NSTRUT = 1
D: N = NI, M = 1 NSI = 16
P: N = 36, M = 1 NS2 = 46
I: N = i, M = 26 MS = 26
E: N = 16, M = 26 LSYM = 0
F: N = 31, M = 26 NCWL = 1
G: N = 46, M = 26 NCWLI = 36
H: N = 46, M = 26 NCWL2 = N1
J: N = NI, M = 26








qhe code solves only the upper half of the flow for s_nmetricproblems.


















































The sample problem discussed in this report provides another example of the type
of geometries that can be analyzed with the present code.
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APPENDIX C
USE OF PARAMETER LKK
In this appendix, several examples are given for the use of parameter LKK in
trying more than one value of time-step parameter FDT or damping coefficients CCP and
CCT during one computer run. For a given problem, it may be that the calculations
become unstable (i.e., a negative temperature occurs in the flow field) for one par-
ticular value of, say, FDT, and the user may have to try several values before he
finds the right value of FDT for which the calculations remain stable. The same
thing may have to be done with CCP and CCT. One way to find the right values of FDT
and CCP and CCT would be to submit several runs with a particular set of values of
these parameters, but to avoid this, the code has a parameter LKK at line NASCRIN 224
that allows the user to try several values of FDT or CCP and CCT in one run of the
code. To do so, the user has to change lines NASCRIN 219 through NASCRIN 224 as





LKK = LKK + I
CCP = CCP + 0.1
CCT = CCP
IF(LKK.EQ.6)STOP
The code begins calculations with FDT = I and CCP = CCT = 0.1. If the cal-
culations develop a negative temperature in the field, the code stops, prints out the
flow-field variables at each grid point, and then returns to statement 1000. It is
restarted with FDT = 1 and CCP = CCT = 0.2. If the calculations remain stable,
the code will terminate in a normal way either on a convergence criterion or on LMAX
without trying any more values of CCP and CCT. But, if a negative temperature devel-
ops again in the flow field, the calculations will restart with FDT = I and
ccP = CCT = 0.3. For this example, the code will try five values of the damping
coefficients in increments of 0.1 before stopping. The number of attempts is deter-
mined from the statement
IF(LKK.EQ.6)STOP
and is always one less than the number in parentheses (in this case, it is





LKK = LKK + I
CCT = CCP




This example allows the user to try three values of FDT, namely 0.9, 0.8,





LKK = LKK + I
CCT = CCP
IF(LEE.EQ.2)STOP
This example uses only one set of values of FDT, CCP, and CCT, namely FDT = 0.9
and CCP = CCT = 0.5.
If the code develops a negative temperature very early in the calculations, the
chances are that the value of FDT needs to be reduced. But if the negative tempera-
ture occurs after several hundred time-steps, it may be caused by insufficient damp-
ing. This may not always be true but provides the user with a guideline in changing
FDT, CCP, and CCT. Also, if the user wants to try several values of FDT, he should
start from a higher value and decrease it gradually so that the allowable time-step
is as large as possible. On the other hand, to keep the damping contribution as




ADJUSTMENT OF TIME-STEP AND DAMPING COEFFICIENTS
In this appendix, examples are presented to show how to gradually increase FDT
or decrease CCP and CCT over a number of time-steps from their initial values.
Example I
Suppose the calculations are started with FDT = 0.5, and the user wants to
increase it to 0.9 over 1000 time-steps. This can be done by inserting the following
lines after line VISCOUS 51 for viscous flow calculations or after line INVICID 60
for inviscid flow calculations:
IF(L.GT.1000)GO TO 400
FDT = FDT + ((0.9 - 0.5)/1000)'2.
400 CONTINUE
The factor 2 in the expression for FDT occurs because the change in FDT is made
after every two time-steps. By inserting the above three lines, FDT will change from
0.5 to 0.9 in 1000 time-steps. FDT will then remain constant at 0.9 for subsequent
time-steps.
Example 2
In the second example, suppose the user wants to use a damping coefficient
of 0.7 for the first 1000 time-steps and then wants to reduce it to 0.5 over the next
2000 time-steps. This can be done by inserting the following lines in the code at
the locations discussed in the previous example:
IF(L.GT.3000)G0 TO 400
IF(L.LT.1000)G0 TO 400
CCP = CCP - ((0.7 - 0.5)/2000)'2
CCT = CCP
400 CONTINUE
These statements change the damping coefficients from 0.7 to 0.5 between time-





N M X Y XXl XETA YXI YETA AJ
1 61 .00000000 .04000000 .00500000 .00000000 .00000000 ,00002055 ,00000010
I 60 ,00000000 ,C39q7510 ,00500000 ,00000000 ,00000000 ,0000Z983 ,00000015
1 59 ,00000000 ,_399_897 ,0Q_QO00Q ,Q00QQ000 ,00000000 ,00004324 ,000000Z2
I 58 .00000009 .03988665 .00500000 ,0000000O .00000000 .0000bZ59 ,00000031
i 57 ,00000000 ,03981099 ,00_00000 ,00000000 ,00000000 .00009040 ,000000%5
I 56 ,00000000 ,03970187 ,00500000 .00000000 ,00000000 ,00013018 ,00000065
I 55 ,C0000000 ,03954509 ,00500000 ,00000000 ,00000000 .00018662 ,00000093
I 54 ,00000000 ,03932106 ,00500000 ,00000000 ,00000000 ,00026582 ,00000133
I 53 ,00000QOQ ,03_00339,Q_9_000_Q0__00900 ,00000000 ,00037522 ,00000188
1 5Z ,00009000 ,03855786 ,00500000 ,CO000000 ,00000000 ,0005Z288 ,00000261
I 51 ,00000000 ,05794250 ,00500000 ,00000000 ,00000000 ,00071578 .00000358
I 50 ,00000000 ,03711035 ,00500000 ,00000000 ,00000000 ,00095bZZ ,00000478
I 49 ,00000000 ,03601659 ,00500000 .00000000 ,00000000 ,001Z3655 ,00000618
I 48 ,00000000 ,03_63154 .00500000 .00000000 ,00000000 .00153337 ,000007b7
i 47 ,00000000 ,03295800 ,C0500000 ,00000000 ,00000000 ,00160529 .00000903
1 4b ,00000000 ,03104684 ,00500000 .00000000 ,00000000 ,00199974 ,00001000
i 45 ,000C0000 ,029000_0 ,00500000 ,00000000 .00000000 ,00207073 ,00001035
i 44 ,00000000 ,0269531b ,00500000 ,00000000 ,00000000 ,00199_74 ,00001000
1 43 ,00000000 ,02504200 ,00500000 ,00000000 ,00000000 ,00180529 ,00000903
i 4Z .00000000 ,OZ336P46 .00500000 ,00000000 ,00000000 ,00153337 .00000767
i 41 ,00000000 ,02198341 ,00500000 ,00000000 ,00000000 ,001236_5 ,00000618
i _0 ,00000000 ,02088965 ,00500000 ,00000000 ,00000000 ,00095622 .00000478
i 39 ,00000000 ,0Z005750 ,00500000 ,C0000000 ,00000000 ,00071578 ,00000358
i 38 ,00000000 ,01944ZI% ,00500000 ,00000000 ,00000000 ,00052288 ,000002bi
I 37 ,00000000 ,01899661 ,00500000 ,00000000 ,00000000 ,00037522 ,00000188
I 36 ,00000000 .{1867894 .00500000 ,00000000 ,00000000 ,00026582 .00000133
I 35 ,00000000 .01845491 ,O0_OQO00 ,00000000 ,00000000 ,00018662 ,00000093
1 34 ,00000000 ,018Z9813 ,00500000 ,00000000 ,00000000 ,00013018 ,00000065
I 33 ,00000000 ,01818901 ,C0500000 ,OOUOOpO0 ,00000000 ,00009040 ,00000045
I 32 ,00000000 ,01811335 ,00500000 .00000000 ,00000000 ,00006259 .00000031
__1 31 ,00000000 .01806103 ,C0500000 .00000000 ,00000000 ,00004324 ,00000022
1 30 .00000000 ,01802490 ,00500000 ,00000000 ,00000U00 .00002963 ,00000015
i 2_ ,00000000 ,01800000 ,00500000 ,00000000 ,00000000 ,00002443 ,00000012
I 27 ,00000000 ,017939_i =00500000 :,0000000U ,00000000 ,00004494 ,0000O0Zg
1 26 ,00000000 ,017_83_8 ,00500000_ ,00000000 ,00000000 ,00006_53 ,00000034
I Z5 ,00000000 ,01779835 =00500000 ,00000000 ,00000000 ,00010416 ,0000005Z
I Z4 .00000000.017_9g7 °00500000.00000000.00000000,00015752.00000079
I Z3 ,00000000 ,017474_1 ,00500000 ,_00_0000 ,00000000 ,O00Z3643 ,00000118
I ___00_0000_ .617184hO .005nnono .oen0o000.0oooo000 ,00_35085_.,_00JIQIZ5
I 21 ,00000000 ,0167_7_ ,00500000 ,Q0000000 ,00000000 ,00051199 ,00000256
i ZO ,00000000 ,01_9187 _ 00500000___,QQ000000 ,00000000 ,0007_909 ,00000305
I 19 ,00000000 ,015ZOOZL,Q01000Q0,90000000 ,00000000 ,00100Z79 °00000501
1 18 ,00000000 ,01_IZ/II__0_90000 ,00000000 ,00000000 ,001_1509 ,00000050
1 17 ,0000OOQQ ,01Zb52OJS__OOi00000_,OOO00000 ,00000000 ,001_g0e0 ,00000510
_i _ .ooooonno .oio9o722 .oo5o0ooo .oooo00o_00_0_ ,00185017__,_O000_Z5
I 15 ._.,00000000_ ,0_9000_0 =,00_.00000__00000000_ m00000000 ,00193696 ,000009_8
11_ ,00000000 mOOTOg_.___OOP._O__ ,_0000000 ,00000000 ,00185017 ,000009Z5
i 13 ,00000000 _0_3_Z9_ _,00500000._.00000000 ,00000000 .O01_gObO ,00000810
I IZ ,00000000 _9_00000._000000 ._,00000000 ,00131509 ,00000658
i II ,00000000 _O0271_7..3__=C050_OOL_OOOOJ_000 ,00000000 ,00100Z79 ,00000501
__.j._0___00000000 .001858_ .005000_0 .00000000 .OnSO0000 .00072909 .n00003_5
1 9 ,00000000 _O01?JL?.-%__'J_0500090 _0000000_ ,00000000 ,000)LI.99 _,_00000g5_
1 8 ,00000000. ,O00Bl___OO___OOOOOOOO_._OOd30_3.__00035055 ,00000175
1 7 .00000000 .00052519 . =00500000 ,00000000 _00000000 ,00923_3 ,00000118
1 b ,00000000 ,00033073 ,00500000 ,00000000 ,00000000 ,00015752 ,00000079
1 5 ,00000000 ,000ZOlb5 ,00500000 ,0000000_ °00000000 ,00010_1_ ,0000005Z
i _. ,O00000_Q._.,.O.QQl165Z__,_lQ3.Q_QO_ ..oOQQOO00._,QQQO.OOQO..,-QQQQ6853.=Q.0000034
1 3 ,_0000000 ,0000b059 _ ,00500000 ,00000000 ,00000000 ,00004494 ,000000ZZ
i Z ,00000000 _,0000Z39_ .... OQ_QO00Q_LQQ00QO00 ,00000000 ,0000Z941 ,00000015
1 1 _00000000_ .,00000000 .O0_50d30QO__LO0000000 ,00000000 _=00_30192Z .O0000010
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APPENDIX E
Geometry Output for Lower Surface of Strut
'!hegeometry output for the lower surface of the strut is printed only for
NSTRUT = 1.
N H X Y XXI XETA YXI YETA AJ
I Z9 .CPP00000,01#00000,00g_0000,00000000-,0001_57 ,00001922,0000000_
Z 29 ,Q5750000 ,C17670_7 ,002_0000 -,0000O000 -,00032913 ,00001887 ,000QOQQ5
3.19 ..,0600OO0.O_ =O!_7/-_!.7.-.____J102..._DOQO-,,-D_DD_DQD.r*OOO_Z9Z3 .=fiOODl_.%2__.,OODD_D_QD._5_
4 29 *062E0000 *01701Z61 ,00ZP0000 -*00000000 -,0003Z913 ,00001816 *00000005
P Z9 ,06500000 ,016683_8 ,00250000 .0000O000-,0003Z913 .00001781 .0000000_
6 29 ,06750000 ,0163543_ ,00250000 ,OOO00000 -,00032913 ,000017_b ,0000000%
7 29 ,07000000 ,QI_Q2_ZI ,OO2_OOOO ,O0000000 -,0003Z913 ,00001711 ,0000000%
8 29 ,07950000 ,01569_08 ,00_50000-.00000000-.0003g913 ,00001b7b ,00000004
----9-/9___0_ .....01536695 .00Z50O00 .0000000O --mJ_2_12=91/._=O0001_l.00_O00_
lO 29 ,07750000 ,0150378_ *OQZSOOOO ,O0000000-,00032913 ,00001570 *0000000_
11 Z9 ,0_000000 ,0_%70869 ,OOZSOOOQ ..*OOOGOOO0 -*00032913 *000015_0 LO000000_
12 Z9 ,08Z50000 .01_3795b ,OOZ_O000_.-,O00QQOGQ -,QQ03Z913 ,00001_30 ,O00OO00_
13 29 ,08500000 ,01_05_3 *OOZSO00O'_,_O0_O000 -_0003g913 *000013_0 *00000003
14 29 ,08750000 ,013721Z9 ,00Z50000 ,OOO00000 -,00032913 ,00001Z69 *00_00003
15 29 ,09000000 ._1339Z16 ..flOZSO{lO_OO(lO.OOO0 _*OOO3Z9L'3__..OQOOlZIg. =QD_IOQOQ3_.
16 Z9 ,09Z50000 *01306303 ,00250000 -*00000000 -,00032913 ,00001149 ,00000003
17 29 .09500000 .01273390 *00250000 .00000000 -,00032913 .00001078 *00000003
I0 29 ,09750000 ,012_0_77 ,ODZSO000 ,O000000O-,00032913 ,00001008 ,00000003
1929 ,10000000,01Z075_ ,_0Z50000-,00000000-.O000ZTZO.00000938.00000002
. gO Z9 ,10250000 ,01Z3__037 _,09250000 -,O000000O ,000g7_73 ,O00OlOC2 *00000003
._2_29. _O_O000_..-L_IZ!zZ_IOgOO_,Q_IQO_O=O._ --,QO-.QLT_73..o.,.OQ..O_O_lO_Y__,OQO_O_QO3.
_2 29 ,I0750000,01289q03.,00250000_,00000000.000Z7_73.00001131.00000003
23 29 *IIO00000 ,01317%5b ,00250000-,00000000 ,000Z7%73 *0000119_ °00000003
2% Z9 ,11250000 ,013_%9Z9 ,OOZ_O000 -,00000000 ,00027%73 ,OOO01Z_O *00000003
25 29 ,11500000 ,01372_02 *OO250000,0000QQO0 ,00027_73 ,00001325 ,00000003
_ 26.29 _ ,11750000 _,0139_7_.5_002.50(100 -,OOO00000 ,00027_73 ,00001389 ,O00OOO03
27 ?q .12A_DDO0 .n1477_4R ._n?Soo_ -.O000000O ,0002__'_L73_ -._QOOOJ.%5_ .,QQOQODQ%
_28 29 _lZ25000Q_ _OL%_%P-2-l_O?.5__-=O0000000 .00027_73_ ,00001518 ,0000000_
29 29 ,lZ5Q0000___0]_82293 ,_IOZ..%OOO0 -.O0000OO0 ,000?.?_73 _00001583 .0000000_
_ 30 29 ,12750000_Q1599]_lOZSOD_,QQOO_QOO _0007_7{73 ,0Q0311_12 ,0000000{




iffZ0700 MAX,ERROR- ,1383QE-03 MEAN SQRT ERkER= ,Ib5_SE-Ob
L-20750 MAX,ERROR- ,308868-03 MEAN SQRT ERROR- ,2b3bZE-06
L-20800 MAX.ERROR= ,1536qE-03 MEAN SQRT ERROR= ,Z0901E-Ob
t=Z0850 MAXoERROR= ,29911E-03 MEAN SQRT ERRCR- ,31551E-0b
t=zoqo0 MAX.ERROR- .2505_E-03 MEAN SQRT ERRGR- .ZS9_ZE-Ob
L=EOg50 MiX,ERrOR- ,Zq8888-03 MEkN SORT ERROR" .ZbI56E-Ob
NO. OF ITERATIONS -20966 TIME - .2635_9_E-03 TIME LIMIT" ,1635_5*E-03
£_P- _.TLO/IO _I", _ E!I.T= 1.nnnn FnTi,
LOCAL ERROR ORITERION= .00010 AVERAGE ERROR CRITERION" ,0000001 ORDER OF EXTRAPOLATION AT OUTFLOW • 1
BODY _TAT/QN 5U_,= ?_7
X Y U V P T RO. SH _VISI J_ROJI_
,0.82500 ,_I_% ..OODJI0_ .00000 21117._5777 .I_L3__,_LO-_!Z =O5112. 1&_SBR_.085_3 _OOOOO
.082900 .031839 Z*I._3185 -I_.06_8 Zlll?.bOZ77 1839._0576 .0511Z1865883.08563 .000000 .000000
,081500 ,031816 336,07851 -3.6,*_9_9 ZI090,51808 i*Z0.07701 .0)175i*26*67,3613Z .000001 .000000
,082500 ,031783 578.87T?8 -b*.SBZb5 21170,87359 1358.09197 ,0583213b*g0*,38656 ,000017 .000000
.082500 .031735 805.Zq76_ _-85.39118 21015.026*6 IZS0.*7g0Z .0585bIZSblObt17%b6 .O000b9 .000000
,081500 ,031657 986,*33ZZ. _i09,1Z0/3 ZI168,*5*06 IIZ7o01993 ,06575 I13ZI01,56738 ,000198 ,000000
._150_ LO_I_-_ 111_.77752 -I18.74_15 2.J_q12.2Z2_BI /_Z2._3_JS_h =07127 I01_917=13113 .=_Q3K5 _I0_IO_Q
.08Z500 °031qZ7 IZ*0°9_851 -138.71bY6 Z1389.75891 905.18381 .0823* 90911b.55192 .000*45 .000000
.082500 .031ZZ7 13_5.88071 _-1_9.850"/B Z085_817% 778,0680* .09387 777551.3**09 .000505 .000000
,081500 ,0309,6 1500,03511 -1_9,13758 Z1_Z%,_7558 611,31771 ,1201§ bZ*l13,6*232 ,0006Z6 ,000000
• 081500 .030559 158T._TOZ% _181.9Z3Z_ Z1L13o90707 509.05b03 .1_,59 _113,6.7u013 .000596 .000000
,08Z500 ,030035 I_53,*_7_ _IO_=EZ]_I ZIZ_B,b/538 _Z0,b91Z0 ,17599 %ZZ588,3091_ ,000181 ,000000
• 08Z500 ,018*78 1683,7_256 =183.._15/9 ZOZ_8,SB§0§ 3T5=99293 ,IBT83 377_8,°90010 ,000010 ,000000
,082500 .OZT*ZO 1080.995_0 -A.OZ_I_Z0% Z1008.177.38 379,67_10 .191_ 381585.60087 ,00000Z .000000
• 082500 ,026216 167q,,8531 _20_,1_82_ 22323°908*6 386,8*891 oZ_107 386589,717Z3 ,000001 o000000
,081500 ,02*917 1679,96388 -18,oi,661 21*00,67316 381°83901 ,195,9 383155,88809 ,_00000 ,00GDOI
,081500 ,023638 168*,1791_ -189,13599 ZI138,55059 378,1233b ,19§_7 379818,91351 =_00000. ,.O00QOl
,082500 ,022*35 1_7_=61_88 .v_137=98329 Z3859,82837 391,32.Dll. ._Z12..58 K°-/DB.I_D.-%9-3h _0.DODD0. ..,-0o0nno
.08Z500 .0Z1381 1669.097,3 -150.37_9 Z_lST.3579* *0_.3Z357 .ZZ5%Z %0_1%3.0ZZ-59 .000000 .000001
,081500 ,010509 1669,078_ -183,b7Z30 25083,17521 397,316_9 ,21997 399108,_:z180_ =D00000 ,00000Z
,OBZSO0 ,019820 1669,92529 -Z15,b3091 Z3381.30ZI% 390,878_5 ,Z08qZ 392_33o5_388 .O0000Z .000003
.OBZSO0 .019Z96 1663.7%0%5 ,175.%75*3 Z73,*.37_58 *07.7Z313 .Z33_8 q09557.88697 .000017 .000001
.082500 ,018908 16*5,28555 -70,Z9511 3797b,lbbg2 *88,05501 ,Z9532 *500T1,15703 ,0001,9 .00000Z
,082500 ,018_28 1_2_,93_1_. r16,11708 .%].298,913/.8 _80,51881 ,30302 _BZZO£,Z*I%I _00053J5. ,0(1(1003_
•08Z500 .018_Z8 1558.127Z8 -Z6,30672 ,1791,8,b87 577,99980 ,Z5193 580600,79915 ,00061b ,00000Z
,08Z500 ,018286 1,37=55173 -_3,078_§ 83190,19*75 739,0,71b ,Z0810 781371,86875 ,000519 ,000000
,081_00 ,018188 1ZSO,,-.%qlZ_ _----13L=8_97.5 82510,Z00_* 9*8o3§917 °15618 95Z6Z6.8_Z25 °000399 ,000001
.082500 .018119. I0_I_i_3_. _DZ _3165,_,131 1117.57ZZ_ .13_B 1111001,33088 ,00038_ .O0000Z
• 08Z500 ,01B07i 8_5,X:,92_B_. -_._5_ _ZZOZ,AOBO_ 1279,77820 ,11(:C.1 1Z85537,T0089 ,000108 ,000003
• 08Z5Q0 .018016 __.._7=..5_Ok_ =5_3§B_5_ __gZ].. 1919._ L,(LBB. 77--_L_ ._100_T_1_9§%73.93 _08 .000001 .000003
,0815Q0 ,018000 . . ,0_Q(1Q _00000 ,2_971-19190 .1888.71_,5 ,10051_1895A73,93608 ,000000 .0C0003
,08Z500 ,0!* 362._ ZIZ_9_4?o 2 -_. Z _"13 _3__% _ 133_ ,I_B_B .0/_3_IZ_13_/.l_b•7B 87_ ,090000 °Q00000
•082500 =01_/91 _850,2_L0_ --III.00615 Z_Z22_h Ii%_,2_1597 ,073_11118889.69_3 ,0000T0 _,000000
.081500 .01*Z30 1083.60035 -151.b5614 1487_.6_76* 98_.0,9,7 .08773 99Z405.b9bZ_ .000182 .000000
.08Z500 .013989 1,_.73033 -/12_017_ 151_9,_18_ 0_,_9_8 .138_0 035539.39_13 .000z70 .000000
,08_500 ,013773 l_bl_3_ TZI_._890 i_00_,_i00_ 5ZZ,bbO08 ,1_003 )150ZI,069_8 ,OO01T* ,000000
,082500 ,013855 l_39_O[LTJ__ _2.2dl, 539_h_ ?.Jt98_L_ZZO _38.3851__ =Z0083 83_199.71897 ,00003' ,00000_
.,OBgSOQ ,012.997 _6_,IdiO_ -2._73J_ Z(_i_,_3_Z _tiZ,.71018 ,Zl_iO _9589,07790 ,00000_ ,000000
_OBZ_QO ,017.3_ l(_,J_2196 -_ ZO/ZZ_ZO1QI 39_b,9_00I ,2.V_TD__ 39_7_,_5883 ,000000 ,000000
•082500 ._ I_7.6817_ -273._7145 28518.82230 _20.50218 _ &22_98.883_7 _
• 082500 °009102 1692,36726 -137,26285 7/_9/T,QQ__*5 36_t7252._ ,l b311 __b_36_0_ ,000000 _,000000
_088500 .00_Z_& _732.,_ .-10,Z6960 10_bq.,_g!_31 3__3_Y33_ ,1ZOlO 30_5_00,758_Z ,_00000 _00QO0O
,082500.00&q6b 1733LTOL55 _288_2__ 10311,91819 301,b13_Z ,_19/2_ 39_910,_ _Q(IQQQO ,OOOQO0
•003_7_ 1736.,9659 _ 9588.6175_ 301.95670 .11008 303315.9031_ .000000
_08Z500 .003011..1713.79186 _i_ 16_9_,7_Q .33b_r9868697_ 33809/,lb1_ _l_lOQO _LO0_O_O
°082500 .0019121653,90132 2J_q,_6_{ 17138_989_ IiI_83389 _ZZ961 _13687,1*711 ,000001 *GO0000
,Q_2._Q0 ,0QIZO) 15_x/L133__ 11q.38313 15586o08915 5_6og5673 _ 509508.0308* =000191 __Jl0Jl0_Jl
,081500 ,001137 1298,83159 181,607T1 29970,60036 812,80509 ,11_33 _6_6Z,6T068 ,0001,6 .o000000
.081500 .00107* 1013,Q!01* 136.99q89 15611.18331 I051.57181 .Q88gQi_56_09,89_3_ ,O00111 _.00000_
,081500 .OOI03Z 7/I,_37_B 100,9)_g Z_8_7,_b885 IZ19,58098 .07319 I135118,09398 ,00001_ _000000
.082500 .001005 329.17,q_ %*,8001_. 15761,%*901 1315,11109 .06778 1331078.085*9 .00000_ ,000_00
,08_500 ,000987 ,00000 ,00000 15761,**901 1315,11109 ,0677* 1331078,0_89 .,Q00000 _QOQ000
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APPENDIX E
Flow-Field OJtput on Lower Surface of Strut
The flow-field output on the lower surface of the strut is printed only for
NSTRUT = I0
XS YS US V5 PS TS R0S 5HS HS VISS
• 055000 ,018000 ,OO000 ,00O00 Z1150,105BB lOZZ,blB93 ,07Z0b 1OZ7ZZ0,7i9b5 10Z7ga0,719553 .=OODO_Z
•057500" ,017671 ,OOOO0 ,OOO00 g6_08,3040% 1Z0%,73%57 ,07753 1ZlOt55,BB05i 1ZlO155,BBO_06 ,000046
,060000 ,01734Z ,00000 ,00000 ZbObZ,07177 IZSB,blbBO ,07Z15 1Z6%Z80,575%0 1Zb%ZBO,575397 ,0000%8
•06ZS0O ,017013 ,DO000 ,00000 a613Z.18556 izb8.71339 .07177 IZ7%%ZZ.60I%Z IZ7%%ZZ.601%16 .000068
•065000 ,0166_3 ,O000O ,00O00 Z5678,79887 1306,53963 .068%8 131Z%lO,0538T 1311%lO.05387% ,OO0049
•067500 ,01635% ,OOOOO ,000DO Z%707.57060 1289,'19170 .06678 Ia9%993.O578b 129%993.057856 .0000%8
,070000 ,016025 ,OQO_O...... .OOOOO_. 2...TL_%6,1%%BO.1330,53078 ,,..(16690133651B,lTO9Z 133651B.I709Z3 .00G0%9
•07Z500 ,015696 ,0O0OO ,00000 Z5998,0698b 1330,99596 ,0OO06 1336985.%%blZ 1336985,%%6119 ,0000%9
•075000 ,015367 ,0000O .OOOO0 g5%03.51061 1315.06317 .06731 13Z0980o95070 1320980°950701 ,0000%9
• 077500 ,01_038 ,OOQQQ.__ ,_0000 ZSb71,50Z9Z 13%7,9185b °06636 135398%,1977% 135398%,197735 ,0000%9
,0O0000 ,01%T09 ,0_00O _ __ __00D00 __Z509%.7%]09 13_Z.BSZ61 ,06511 13%8895,%%688 13_BB95.%%6879 .0000%9
•0BZS0O ,01%380 . =0O000 .......,0ODD0 Z%%73,1964_ 1335,15858 .06387 13%llbB,7887b 13%1166.788756 .0000%9
•0BS_0-0._,OI%J_Q.......__*_00_ ,0OO_Q---_-!SfLSB=7111i..1313=i_013 .06511 1379339,95690 1379339=9_b90% =0Q_0§0
,067500 ,013721 _,P0OO0.... _0QOQQ gS_%0.aBO89 1361,3%9T0 .06511 1367%TS.7713Z 1367%75,7T1391 .000050
,0g0000 ,01339Z 1_000_ .... JOQOQ_ _?.J33_L%II_B _ 135T,5%b59 ,06503 1363655,55%SZ 1363655.55%519 ,000050
•09Z500 ,013003 .....JOJl0_10___--JQO0_10___Z_011.3_tl30 .._13BI._9177 ,0bZ97 1390119.286ZB 1390119,gBbZB% .000050
•095000 ,01Z73% __0_i09_ j 009_0_ _Z_701.53615 136B_IOZ97 _ ,ObgOZ 137%lSB.OBSB5 137%lSB,_85651 °000050
•09Z500 ._OiZ%05 ....._QO0_0 .... ___2-5_52_LZ103___.1%01,979Bl .._D_1%%I_0BZBB,TL95_ 1%OBZ_B,TlO_T/__ =0000.51
. __I_D(3_ .L0.12.07_6_ .... OOO00 .ODOCD l_qqO.828q_ .. 1_4R._01.]2 .... --..=.O_39__I_DS.._=.7_2_J..?..EL.t_S_.__ .... _fl%_
.,lOZSO0.. ,OlZ35fl _(10_0.0 ...... Oflflflfl_.... _=!_1._ _ 1315,50_q_ ,Og_b9 13ZI%ZS,705_O 1321%a3°705_9B ,0000_9
• 107500 ,D1ZOOg..... =OD_O_I(1___flQ(10___ __%Z_LB__.1309.19130__ _,019Z_5___'_15083,66731 1315083,66131____(1DJ}%_
=110000. .D13175 ...... .DO.DZLO_.... ._SDO00___ 69_J._06___ 1353=.%]J53L%.... oO_LT_B9J.._359607,la_Ob.1359607.1_%06% - =000050
.,llZSOO ..013_%9 _ _ _.D_300_3..... _ .... _53_fl._?_2.Z_._3_.26£13 .... .01b68 1330ZZ3.317_L.,,_133O?_Z3.___..O_
•ll_50fi .013_q9_ ....._ .... L0_IOOQ___IQ_9%136_0_5_ I0/_,f_%_7_ ,03%0Z 10_95TI.ZZl_6 10796TI,ZZI560 __ ,ODDQ_3
__IZOOQQ__ =QI%ZZ/.... _Q .... 0U000 16690.87377 _i_L%SLY/L31Z_.... Q3_L I%SZZOB,7BI]% I%SZ_0B_JI33B ....,00005/
.IZZSD0 _.01%5_B _ _._10_____,_0_0_ _91._%//Z I_91L_I_6_ ._51BII39ZZZZJ73%3[_I3977ZZ=I_3ZI _00DDS0
Mass Flow Rate Output
BODY STATION NO.= 33 X(METERS)- °09750 MASS FLOW RATE(KGIMISEC)- 8,075bZ
BODY STATION NO.= 3_ X(METER5)?__. ,10000 MASS FLOW RAIE(KGIMISEC)= 8,05%85
BODY STATION NO,= 39 X(METERS)= °lOIS0 MASS FLOW RATE(KGIMISEC)= 8,05039
BODY STATION NO.- 36 X(METERS)= ,i0500 MASS FLOW RAIE(KGIMISEC)= 8,05796
BODY STATION NO." 37 X(METERS)= ,i0750 MASS FLOW RATE(KGIMISEC). 8.03889
BODY STATION NO,- 38 X(METERS)= ,llO00 MASS FLOW RATE(KGIMISEC)= 8,0593Z
BODY STATION hO,= 39 X(METER5)= .llZSO MASS FLOW RATE(KGIMISEC)= B.0_369
BODY STATION NO.- €0 X(METERS)- ,11500 MASS FLOW RATE(KGIM/SEC)- B,06730
BODY STATION NO,- €1 X(METERS)= ,11750 MASS FLOW RATE(KGIMISEC). 8,05163
BODY STATION NO.= %_ X(METERS)- .IZO00 MASS FLOw RATE[KGIMISEC)- 8,07953
BODY STATION NO.- 43 X(METERS)= ,I_ZSO MASS FLOW RATE(KGIMISEC)= B,ObO9%




BODY STATION NO,= gb XP" ,09237b LOCAL MASS SPILLED- ,lg079 TOTAL MASS SPILLED UPTO XP- ,O03Bb
BODY STATION NO." Z7 XP= ,09_Z63 LOCAL MASS SPILLED- .1Z3OZ TOTAL MASS SPILLED UPTO XP= .OO_ZI
BODY STATION NO,= ZB XP- .QgB150 LOCAL MASS 5PILLED= .liB71 TOTAL MASS SPILLED UPTO XP= .O0_SB
BODY STATION HO,- g9 XP= ,101036 LOCAL MASS SPILLED= ,153bg TOTAL MASS SPILLED UPTO XP- ,O0_9B
BODY STATION NO.'_. 30 XP- .1039Z3 LOCAL.MASS SPILLED- .17_Z1 TOTAL MASS SPILLED UPTO XP= .005_6
.EDify- _AT__ _ 3/_ XP- _1_ ln_Al /_AS$_SEZILE_o .l_Tb TnTAl BASS SEZLLEO UP.Tn. XO- .0D599
EDDY_ STATI_'{ HJI,= 32_ I£._ ,109b.9_? LOCAL MASS SP/ILED- ,ZO270 TUTAL MAS_ 5PILLED UPTO XP- ,00b.56
BODY_.STAIION _LQ,=_ 3/ _ _1_.2.5_8_3 .LOLL _SS_PILLED =_ ,ZZ_?Z TOTAL MASS SPILLED UPTO XP= .00TIE
BOOY_STAT_ _r'l=_ 2_. XP= JL1/__7_ LD_AL MA_5._P_ILLEDo. .Z_OSZ TOTAL MASS SPILLED UPTD XP= .007B5
BODY STATION _OL =_ 3__ _=_ __lL83_Z LOCAL MA__SPILLFLO= ,Z_75_ TOTAL. MASS SPILLED UPTO XP- ,OOB_5
BODY .$T'LTIOH hO_= __ xP= _iglg___ iO_AJ_ _AS___FILLEO_' ,Z_3bg TOTAL_MASS SPII.LEO UPTO XP= ,009_b
_Br']Dy___T_/d_EL hO.= 37 XP= _ LOCAL MASS SPILLEO- _LZ3ZZ_ .TOT_._._._ JJOI_i_K£=__ _L0_0393
BODY ST_TIDE_ED_L= 3_. XP_=_ _,Ii_ LDC!d_ _ASS__PIL!_-. ,Z3ZZ9 TOTAL. MASS 5LPZLLED UPTD AP = _OlOb3
.BODY _TATION_._N_O._'_ 3_% _ .1ZO_ LOS_AL _A55_ SPILLEI_ ,,,ZZ___7 _TOIAL MASS _EZLLED UPIO__XP= ,01129
BODY_STAZ/___.'_ _ X£__ _/Z/93_ LD_AL_ASS_PILLED- .gg_ TOTAL _ASS_SPILLED UP_T__XP- ,Q/193_
BODY_STA_ £i _ _!3_TZ LOCJLL_LLID-_ _Z!9_ IOIAL__A_E/LLEO UPTO XP_" ,OIZ_
BODY STAT.LO__HLI,__ __._. _ =13_15_ LD_L_JASS .TLPIiJ._=_ . ,19B_3 IDTAL_tlA_.3PILLED UPIO_._P'. ,0131_
EDDY ST&TION NO,= &3 XP- ,l_ikSl LnCAL MASS SPILLED= ,iB33Z TOTAL MASS SPILLED UPTO XP- ,01370
Pressure Ratio Output on Lower and Upper Boundaries
N XP CENTER LINE PR, RATIO (M = 1) SIDEWALL PR, RATIO (M = M1)
I _,OQQQQ L,OOO0 L,_OO_
._ _,.Q_Q_.%ZI l.,_O.O231
3 _,011_ l,O00i Z.Z3Ol
•Oi?3_ l,O0!Z Z,ZI39
.,¢g_Qg. _Ql09 Z,IOZ_
6 _,0Z8_[ !_Oll Z.l_gT
T ._Q_Q_ l,_l_) Z,IY68
__ 1.o005
11 _,0_90_ _l,OZg3 Z,lOlO
1Z ,0_196 ,99_B g.09_7
13 .05_B5 1,OgO0 Z.097_
15 ,O006Z 1,0079 Z,L63Z
16 ,063_1. 1,00Z9 Z,1563
17 .OO6_O_ .9973 Z.1ZZ3
18 ,DbOZB ,99_9 Z,132_
19 ,DTZI7 I,0030 Z,OTTb
ZO .._ZSO_ J990_ a,Zl31
Z1 ,077.9; ,9900 Z,0951
Z_ ,080B_ .9968 _._ll_
a_ ,0B_YZ I,O_O _.llq_
Z@ ,0B0_0_ Z,I081 Z,131W
Z9 ,OBg_q_ Z,b353 Z,l_0B
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APPENDIX E
Pressure Ratio O_tput on Lower and Upper Surfaces of Strut
The pressure ratio output on the lower and upper surfaces of the strut is
printed only for NSTRUT = I.
N XP STRUT UPPER SURFAC£ PR. RATIO STRUT LOW£RSURFACEPRo RATIO
16 .06351 1.4932 2.1150
17 .06640 !.2633 2.6808
i_ _328 ILlgg_ 2.6062
lq .07217 1.1509 2.613Z
20 .07506 1,1512 2.5679
21 .C77g& I.i0%4 2.4708
22 .08083 1,2087 2,554b
23 ,0@372 1,2125 2.5998
24 ,08660 1,2956 2,5404
25 108949 1.9811 2.5672
26 .09238 3.1793 2.509_
27 ,_q526 4.2971 2.4473
28 .09815 4.9100 2.5659
29 .1010_ 5.0094 2.5440
30 ,I039Z 4.9075 2.5335
31 .10681 4.6010 2.5011
32 .I¢970 4.3770 2.470_
33 .I125_ k,1791 2.5526
34 .I1547 3.9674 1.7000
_3_ .I183_ _i153 .9323
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(a) Side view of a scramjet-inlet module.
(b) Geometry in plane xx'.
Figure I.- Geometry of sample problem.
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A' P' R'~~ D'
(d) Upper half of geometry in plane ZZI (transformed plane).
Figure 1.- Concluded.
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Figure 2.- Pressure contour plot for sample problem.
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